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SUMMARY
Icing and adfreeze on mechanical components as well as on objects submerged in water
are well known phenomena in arctic and subarctic regions.They involve, in broad terms,
problems from the annoying adfreeze of windscreen wipers to more severe cases like ice
build-up on trash racks at water intakes in hydropower plants and icing on aircraft.
The work in this licentiate thesis comprises three main parts:
• Laboratory tests of ice adhesion to different materials
• Laboratory tests of ice accretion
• Tests of frazil ice accumulation and atmospheric icing at field sites
Adhesion tests have been carried out on series of polymer materials with a stainless steel
(SS 2333) as comparison. The polymer materials were: a) pure rubber materials
containing only necessary curing agent (peroxide) and different reinforcing agents (carbon
black), b) commercially available paints and lacquers for surface protection and c)
different polymers in which the chemical properties were systematically changed.
The results from the laboratory experiments show that there is a significant difference in
interfacial adhesion strength to ice between polymers and stainless steel, the latter
showing much higher ice adhesion. A lower value for the adhesion shear strength of ice
was found to be about 0.1 - 0.2 MPa regardless of the degree of hydrophobicity (water
repellency) of the bare surface. 'This lower limit is however much higher than that required
to allow for self shedding from a vertical surface due to the weight of the accreted ice
alone.
The chemical composition of the surface affects the accretion process, nucleation and
growth, as well as the adhesive strength. Regarding atmospheric icing, no correlation was
found between the times to initiation of ice growth or growth rate for the different
materials tested. In the field test on submerged structures subjected to frazil ice, on the
other hand, there was a difference. Ice accreted on steel test bars but did not accrete on the
rubber-coated test specimen.
Parts made of rubber may be important components to solve problems with icing and
adfreeze. A rubber material based on non polar polymers combines chemical properties,
low ice adhesion, and physical properties such as low heat conductivity, high flexibility
and high wear resistance to make a material with low adhesion to ice.
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SAMMANFATTNING
Påisning och fastfrysning är kända begrepp för nordbor. Problemområdet är vittomspännande, allt ifrån irriterande fastfrysning av vindrutetorkare till kostsamma nedisningsfall i intag till vattenkraftverk och allvarlig haveririsk i form av påisning av
flygplansvingar.
Denna licentiatavhandling består av följande delar
• Isvidhäftningsprov pä olika material i laboratorieskala.
• Laboratorieförsök med ispäväxt.
• Fältförsök ayseende Icravispäväxt och atmosfärisk nedisning.
Vidhäftning mot is har provats pä serier av polymera material med rostfritt stål (SS
2333) som jämförelse. De polymerer som provades var: a) gummimaterial endast
innehållande vulkmedel (peroxid) och olika fyllnadsmedel (kimrök), b) målarfärger
och lacker aysedda för ytbehandling/ytskydd och c) polymerer vars kemiska egenskaper varierats pä ett systematiskt sätt.
Studien visar att det föreligger en skillnad i vidhäftning mot is mellan polymera material och rostfritt stål. Stålet visar aysevärt högre värden än polymerer pä bindningsstyrkan mot is. En nedre gräns för isvidhäftningslcraften mot olika ytor uppmättes till ca
0.1 - 0.2 MPa oaysett grad av hydrofoba (vattenaystötande) egenskaper. Denna nedre
gräns befanns dock vara åtskilligt högre än vad som erfordras för att is skall lossna
frän en större struktur pä grund av sin egen tyngd.
Ytans kemiska sammansättning påverkar päisningsförloppet, kärnbildning och tillväxt. Beträffande atmosfärisk nedisning erhölls ingen skillnad i vare sig tid till ispåväxt eller påväxthastighet. Däremot erhölls en klar skillnad i ispåväxt vid fältförsök pä
prover utsatta för kravis. Is fastnade pä prover av stål men inte pä prover beklädda med
gummi.
Detaljer tillverkade i gummi kan utgöra viktiga komponenter för att lösa problem med
påisning och fastfrysning. Ett gummimaterial baserat pä icke polära polymerer kombinerar fysikaliska egenskaper som låg värmeledningsförmåga, flexibilitet och nötningsmotstånd, och ger ett material med låg vidhäftning mot is.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem of Icing and Adfreeze
To people living in arctic and subarctic areas, problems with ice are common during a
large part of the year. Icing on windscreens and adfreeze of windscreen wipers and car
door seals, snow and ice sticking to snow shovels and parabola antennas are annoying
examples of this problem but they are not regarded as sufficiently irritating, time- or
money consuming to be really bothered about.
Icing on the other hand may cause severe problems (Makkonen 1984, Lonsdale 1986,
Sackinger 1986). Since global resources are becoming more scarce and the
development of the unexplored natural resources in the northern hemisphere is being
intensified, icing problems will attract even more attention. Offshore activities will
move further to the north and icing problems will become more hazardous, limiting
activities at oil and gas fields unless reliable solutions are found. Production units
could theoretically have to close down during the winter to avoid injuries to the crew.
Ice once accreted may also cause severe damage to equipment when it falls down.
Costs associated with icing problems in shipping, beside the loss of a number of ships
annually, are difficult to estimate in money but are considered to be very large.
Icing problems in the power industry due to frazil ice (sticky, tiny ice particles in
supercooled water) on intake trash racks were reported early (Wilson, 1919), but cost
effective remedies have still not been found. In the United States annual production
losses are roughly estimated to be 2 million dollars due to disturbances in waterways
(Shen, 1991) and 5-10 million USD (25-50 MSEK) due to atmospheric icing on cables
and power lines (Sonwalkar et al., 1992). These costs may be underestimated. In one
water power station in Sweden, Olidan power plant, Trollhättan, the average costs
during a 10 year period due to ice problems and heating of trash racks alone were
approximately 1 million SEK 0.2 million USD)/year. The cost of having staff on 24
hour alert during the critical periods were not included, see Paper 3. Even more
troublesome than production losses may be the risk of complete shut down of
important power stations due to complete blockage of the intake from frazil ice.
In transportation, de-icing of aircrafts demands handling of large quantities of
environment harmful agents. The annual costs due to corrosion of vehicles and
deterioration of concrete bridges, because of the use of road salt, is in the U S A
estimated to be 3 billion U S dollars (Sonwalkar et al., 1992).
Different methods have been tried a) to remove ice that has already formed, e.g.
thermal; (steam, heaters), chemical; (hot water/glycol mixtures) and mechanical
means; (vibrators, hammers, base ball bats, saws, pneumatic boots on aircrafts, rakes
on intake trash racks) and b) to prevent the ice from building up in the first place, e.g.
by thermal; (heating) or chemical means; (ice-phobic coatings).
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There has for a long time been a search for a surface treatment, a coating or perhaps a
paint that can easily be applied, preferably on existing structures, with good adhesion to
the surface but no adhesion at all to ice. Due to the difficulties usually associated with
applying and renewing coatings on already existing structures, such materials should show
high durability in terms of weather resistance and resistance to wear from ice and debris.
Beside these properties, the cost must be low since large areas often need to be covered.
Numerous chemical resins and polymer materials have been tested on a laboratory scale,
as well as in full-scale trials with regard to their ability to reduce icing. Although there are
better or worse solutions, there exists today no "ice-repellent" material that will remain
free from snow or ice without additional energy added, like e.g. heat. Most of the
materials earlier tested are not well characterized. They are often referred to only as e.g.
epoxies, polyurethanes, etc., although each group of material may consist of a range of
different compositions with differences in chemical and physical properties. Hence,
results from different investigations are difficult to compare and interpret. Although they
were one of the earliest candidate materials for combating ice accretion on aerofoils,
rubbers have hardly been investigated at all as an ice repellent coating. Most studies have
been concentrated on friction characteristics against ice in the search for rubber materials
for unstudded winter tyres.
Adhesion forces between surfaces arise from molecular interactions. Regarding water as
an adhesive a necessary, but not sufficient, demand for high adhesion strength is that the
surface is wetted. Good wettability is characterized by the ability of a liquid to spread on
the surface and penetrate surface irregularities. Such behaviour is normally observed when
paints and glues are applied on well cleaned surfaces. A starting point in developing
materials against icing should therefore be to study materials with poor wettability when
brought in contact with water.

1.2 Scope of Work
In this work icing and adfreeze have been studied from a surface chemistry point of view.
To develop surfaces with low ice adhesion, the mechanisms that impair ice accretion and
the formation of adhesive bonds must first be identified and understood. An understanding
must be based on the laws of thermodynamics together with a molecular explanation. Such
understanding will form a basis for the development of surfaces with ice-phobic or perhaps
pagophobic (from Greek nayoa = ice) properties. Without the use of surface and interfacial
science principles research efforts will only be ad hoc, running the risk of developing
solutions that will only function within a narrow range of conditions. One important part of
this aspect is to find adequate test methods which give reliable and relevant measures of the
bond strength between substrate and ice.
Ice growth is governed by the transfer of mass (water) from the surroundings to the object
in question together with the removal of heat generated in the freezing process. The onset
of freezing on an object, heterogeneous nucleation, and the adhesive strength are governed
by the surface free energy of the material. The growth rate is influenced by the ability of
the surface to conduct the latent heat of ice formation. Materials with low heat conductivity
are found amongst the polymers.
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The experimental work was divided into three parts:
• Laboratory tests of ice adhesion on different materials and surfaces.
• Laboratory tests of ice accretion on models of engineering structures submerged in
water.
• Full scale tests on structures subjected to atmospheric icing and frazil ice.
The aim of this study has been to obtain a better understanding of the freezing on
different well characterised materials, in particular rubbers, and to find ways to
develop engineering surfaces that reduce ice adhesion to the greatest extent possible
with the hope that it will be possible to manufacture such surfaces in the future. All
materials have been prepared using well known techniques for coating or deposition
together with well known methods to analyse the chemical composition in the
surface.The study has been devoted to real icing situations and tests of technical
solutions such as rubber coated surfaces. The icing process was described with video
recordings at the field sites.
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2.0 ICE ACCRETION AND ICE ADHESION

2.1 Earlier Work on Ice Accretion
Atmospheric icing on structures is most frequent and severe where a high liquid water
content in the air and high wind velocities prevail. The requirement of high liquid water
content means that the worst conditions are found at temperatures close to 0°C. Ice
accretion rates (hard rime) of 30 kgm-211-1 are not unusual at high altitudes or at sea
(Makkonen 1984).
One problem associated with atmospheric icing is ice accretion on aeroplanes.
Different methods have been evaluated in order to bring the problem closer to a solution
(AGARD 1981, Bragg 1984, and Judkins 1987). Most common are chemical methods
such as the use of water/glycol mixtures and other deicing fluids together with the
heating of exposed areas. Smaller aeroplanes often uses inflatable rubber parts like
pneumatic boots (Scavuzzo 1986), that make the collected ice crack and fall off from
the wings. Propeller blades are heated electrically and engines are protected by hot air
canals from the last compressor stage. In spite of much progress in the field, the
problem is not solved, with incidents and also severe accidents still occurring.
In models for ice growth by accretion, the most common approach is to incorporate a
collection efficiency factor (Langmuir & Blodgett 1946, Makkonen 1984, Makkonen
& Stallabrass 1985). Such a collection efficiency factor may be regarded as consisting
of two parts (Hobbs, 1974): one part due to hydrodynamic conditions (collection
efficiency) and one part due to adhesive forces (adhesion efficiency). In most cases the
second part is neglected since most studies describe the rate of growth of ice, not the
initial ice formation. As soon as a first layer of ice is formed, the surface chemical
properties of the underlying material are screened and the liquid water approaching the
surface is affected only by the surface properties of the ice layer.
The ice growth process is governed by the transfer of heat and water mass. The process
of icing on surfaces can thus be described schematically as in Figure 1, which shows
mass and heat flux into and out of a control volume.
In atmospheric icing the impinging mass flux (deposition rate of small drops hitting the
surface) is given as (see for example Hansman et al., 1988):
= 13W1.0ree

(1)

where ß is the local droplet collection efficiency factor, wLc the liquid water content
and v.,, the free stream velocity. The double prime indicates that the quantity is defined
per unit area of icing surface. The mass flows in and out of the control volume are
represented by Mu, and Mout, respectively. The freezing mass flux per unit area, M"Lf,
is determined by the ability to dissipate the latent heat of fusion, Q"Lf, on freezing.
Steady state conditions require that:
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Mass transfer »OwHeat transfer

Water

Ice
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Q"imp

M"imP 40'
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Q"Lf

Q"droPlet Mout
warming
Figure 1. Ice accreting of a surface with control volume. (After Hansman et al., 1988 with
modifications)

(2)

Af • M"Inip + Min = Af • M"Lf Mow

where Af represents the freezing area. In this case we have assumed that all water does not
freeze immediately, as indicated by the water layer in Figure 1.
In the case of rime formation (water runs along the surface), all the water impinging against
the surface freezes to ice according to:
M"imp = M"Lf

(3)

Regarding the heat transfer, steady state conditions require that
= Q"citit,

(4)

Heat input is the sum of the latent heat of freezing, heating due to friction, heat due to shortwave radiation and heat due to kinetic energy from impinging water drops
ve =
ve ve ve
in
frin
Rin
r
(5)
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The heat flux leaving the control volume consists of a convective heat term, heat flux
due to latent heat of sublimation and evaporation, heat flux due to the warming of supercooled drops, heat loss due to long-wave radiation and heat flux due to conduction to
the substrate.

Q"out = Q"conv 4" Q"Ls/Le+ Q"droplet warming ± Q"Rout ± Q"cond

(6)

Since wind velocities, and thereby convection, are high during atmospheric icing
events, conduction of heat into the ice is negligible and the heat conduction properties
of the coating material will be of minor importance for the rate of the ice growth in this
case.
In underwater applications the effect of heat conductivity will be more important than
under atmospheric icing conditions. Since the heat conductivity is orders of magnitude
smaller for polymers compared to metals, a favourable situation should be expected if
conductive heat flux is the dominating factor. This may be expected especially
regarding the nucleation process since the temperature difference between the substrate
and the water is small. The mass growth rate on trash rack elements submerged in
supercooled water has been derived by Daly, 1987. The total mass growth rate was
found to depend on three factors: i) Transfer of latent heat from the rack to the air, ii)
transfer of latent heat to the supercooled water, and iii) mass rate of deposition of frazil
ice suspended in the flow. The growth rate due to iii) was found to be the most important
factor.

2.2 Nucleation and Growth of Ice
Studies of the initial ice formation on an ice-free surface are rare, except for studies of
forced convection in other closely related problem areas, such as heat exchangers in air
heat pumps (Seid et al. 1985, Aoki and Itoh 1986, Auracher 1987). Icing drastically
reduces the efficiency of the heat exchangers.
When matter changes its state of aggregation, a certain activation energy is required to
start the process. When this energy barrier has been passed, the reaction will be
spontaneous as long as temperature and pressure are favourable for the new state. This
state will be stable if the change in the Gibbs free energy, AG, is negative. (Everett,
1988)
In the bulk, single atoms or molecules are surrounded by other molecules and
interacting forces are hence balanced. At a liquid surface, however, no molecules are
present in the direction perpendicular to the surface and this creates a net attraction
force directed in to the bulk, Figure 2. This force makes the outermost surface layer a
less favourable place for the molecules and results in a lower packing density and hence
greater mean distance between surface molecules.
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Figure 2. In the outermost surface layer in a liquid, there is an imbalance in
the forces between molecules.

Since, according to the laws of thermodynamics, there exists for every combination of
temperature and pressure an equilibrium distance between molecules (Everett, 1988), a
tension in the surface layer is set up in order to balance the forces. This surface tension, in
Nm-1 , arises when molecules are separated and is proportional to the attraction forces
between molecules and is specific for each material. In solids the phenomenon is more
complex and the origin of the surface free energy [Jm12], is regarded as a result of internal
stresses in the surface rather than to a greater distance between the surface molecules. In
both cases, the presence of a surface gives rise to excess energy. A more energetically
favourable condition is achieved by reducing the surface area; drops tend to become
spherical in shape and high surface free energy surfaces like metals tend to become covered
by matter with lower surface free energy.
Figure 3 shows schematically a nucleus consisting of bulk molecules nb, and surface
molecules ns. Such aggregates form due to density fluctuations in supersaturated water
vapour (condensation) or in supersaturated liquid water (solidification), in our case
freezing. The change in Gibbs free energy, AG, of the system can be shown to (Everett,
1988) be equal to:
= -nkBT In[x/et] + ysibn213

(7)

where nis the total number of molecules in a cluster (n = ns + nb, Figure 3), kB Boltzmann's
constant, T the absolute temperature, x/xsat the degree of supersaturation,ysi the surface energy at the solid/ liquid interface and b a geometrical factor. The first term is associated with
the volume of the nucleus and the second term is a surface free energy term. If the nucleus
reaches a certain critical number of molecules, n*crit, the decrease in free energy of the bulk
(-nkBT in[egal]) on further growth will be greater than the increase in free energy (y1bn2f3)
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of the surface, resulting n a negative change in the Gibbs free energy.
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Figure 3. An embryo comprising a core of nb molecules and a surface layer with ns molecules
each having surfaces energies yb and 'Ys respectively. (After Everett, 1988).

In Figure 4, n*cht represents the critical number of molecules in an assumed spherical
nucleus when the bulk term starts to dominate. All nuclei spontaneously formed but not
reaching this size, immediately disintegrate. This process is called homogeneous
nucleation and is found only in pure matter. Using a continuum approach, Fletcher
(1966) derived an equation for the critical energy required for homogeneous nucleation
AG*bom = 16 IrYsi3/[3(A8vAT)2] ec y,d3/3,T2

(8)

where 'ysi is the surface energy in the interface between the solid and the liquid, AS, the
change in entropy on formation and AT the supercooling.

AG

Figure 4. The Gibbs free energy, AG, of an embryo as a function of its size, n (number of
molecules n = nb + ns).
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Much more frequent is however heterogeneous nucleation, i.e. the ice starts to grow on an
existing surface with a curvature greater than the critical radius corresponding to n*ertt. It
can be shown (Fletcher, 1966) that the relationship between the Gibbs free enery needed
for heterogeneous nucleation AG het and that for homogeneous nucleation, AG horn
depends on the contact angle, 0, between the substrate and the liquid, in our case, the water.
AG*ha = äGshom • f(m, R)

(9)

where f(m,R) is a function of m = cos 0 and R, a characteristic dimension for the particle.
For a plane surface (Shewmon 1969) the relationship yields
AG*het = äG*hom • f(0).

(10)

The contact angle is defined as the angle between the surface and the tangent measured
through a deposited sessile drop, Figure 5, and is one way to characterize the chemical
properties in the outermost surface layer. The free energy requited for heterogeneous
nucleation approaches zero with increasing wettability since
lim f (0) = 0

0-40

(11)

Hence, a large contact angle requires a higher free energy for nucleation, which means a
greater degree of supercooling and/or greater degree of supersaturation.

Figure 5. A sessile drop on a substrate. For a viven curvature the segment volume decreases with
decreasing 0 and also the energy barrier, äG , for nucleation as 0 approaches zero. (After
Shewmon, 1969)

The surface characteristics of the substrate may also influence AG*. If small cracks are
present in the surface, the contact angle 0 may be high, say .-- 900, but in the root of a sharp
crack the volume needed to give the critical radius of curvature is low, even if 0 is high.The
effect is well known in metal casting (Shewmon,1969) and is illustrated in Figure 6. The
solid (in our case ice) is expected to grow fairly easily up to the surface but further growth
is determined by the mouth of the crack. The solid phase must be able to expand without

10
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its radius of curvature decreasing below a critical value, which is not possible for
narrow cracks below a certain dimension.
In the project the surface texture of different plant surfaces such as that of leaves has
been studied regarding wettability and ice adhesion. Engineering surfaces with
properties like these may be one way of making surfaces with a delayed-action icing
function. On freezing, a weak boundary layer is likely to form close to the substrate
surface due to air entrapment and dissolved air at the solidification front.

Critical size, n*crit,
for a nucleus
t,

Figure 6. A cross section of two cracks in a surface showing an embryo (black) in each. The
lower one keeps growing while the upper one stops because of the sharp curvature required to
continue growth out of the crack. (After Shewmon, 1969)

Tests on the freezing of water absorbed in rubbers (Edwards, 1985) show that freezing
occurred at -38°C, i.e. very close to the lowest nucleation temperature experienced for
pure water. On warming up, melting occurred slightly below 0°C and the cycle was
repeated over and over again. A probable explanation is that small water droplets, well
dispersed in the rubber, will freeze independently without initiating freezing of the rest
of the water, i.e. the drop size is smaller than n*cht. It should be possible to utilise this
effect together with textured surfaces of the type described, when designing surfaces
with low ice adhesion.

23 Ice Adhesion
A large number of materials have been tested earlier with regard to the interfacial ice
adhesion shear strength (e.g. Jellinek 1957, Murase and Nanishi 1985, Oksanen 1986,).
Regarding rubbers, few investigations have been reported and most of the studies have
been concentrated on friction against ice (e.g. Roberts 1981, Roberts et al. 1989 and
Rahalkar 1989) in search of rubber materials for unstudded tires. In evaluating the
adhesive strength of ice to materials and coatings many test methods have been used
(Sayward 1979). Interfacial ice adhesion strengths so far reported have frequently not
correlated particularly well with the chemical and physical properties of the materials
(Landy et al., 1967, Minsk 1983). This probably reflects differences in test methods but
ICE ACCRETION AND ICE ADHESION
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may also be due to the lack of tests on homologous series of materials. In addition the brittle
nature of ice often causes a large scatter in the results.
Strength tests generally seek to split a material into two parts with new a surface area
created, cohesive fracture. There is a direct thermodynamical analogy between cohesive
failure and the separation of two different materials at their interface, adhesive fracture
(Wu, 1982), see Figure 7.
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Wc = 2yi

Wa = 71 4" 72 - 712

Cohesive failure

Adhesive failure

Figure 7. Cohesive and adhesive fracture.The work of cohesion, W, and the work of adhesion, W„,
are the work [.Jm-2] required to split the aggregate into two parts with new surface generated. 71
and y2 represent the surface energies of the different phases and yi2 the surface energy of the
interface.

2.3.1 Formation of adhesive bonds
The formation of adhesive bonds between two macroscopic bodies is usually the result of
one or more of the following mechanisms: a) chemical bonds b) adsorption or physical
bonds c) electrostatic and d) mechanical interlocking and topography effects (Mittal, 1977).
A first and necessary step in bond formation is to establish interfacial molecular contact by
wetting (Wu 1982). When brought into contact with a solid surface, the adhesive molecules
move to energetically favourable configurations. They may diffuse across the interface and
form a diffuse interfacial zone and/or may react chemically and form primary chemical
bonds across the interface. The adhesives molecules may also be trapped mechanically in
surface inhomogenities at the interface.
If only secondary adhesive forces (often referred to as van der Waals forces) are developed,
these diminish rapidly with distance. Attraction forces of this kind are proportional to the
inverse seventh power of distance between two molecules and to the inverse third power
between two macroscopic plates.
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If the solid has a high surface energy, Ifs, or if the adhesive has a low boiling point, a
spreading pressure, it, will occur and promote spreading. it is the drop in the surface
free energy of the solid when covered with a layer of vapour (Wake, 1982),
(12)

where ys is the surface free energy of the solid and ys, the interfacial surface energy
between the solid and the vapour. Small contact angles relative to water, e.g. on metals,
indicate that large spreading forces are present. The cohesive work of a liquid, Wc, is
the work that is required to create two new surfaces and hence
Wc = 2

(13)

where yh, is the interfacial surface energy between liquid and vapour. Under conditions
of perfect wetting of a surface by a liquid, the work of adhesion between the liquid and
the surface is given by:
Wa = Wc

(14)

Wa = 2Yiv

(15)

which together with eqn (13) yields

This describes accurately the conditions for a liquid adhesive on a solid surface. Since

n is positive for adsorption on a metal, the work of adhesion is greater than the work of
cohesion. As a paint or a glue solidify isothermally the work of cohesion should not
alter much why a failure of the frozen state is expected be cohesive rather than adhesive
when it is attached to high energy surfaces. An analogy should be expected for ice due
to interaction between the water and oxides present at the metal surface. As water
freezes, the work of cohesion increases to Wc(ice) 27sv(ice) =2 109 mJm-2 compared
to 271y(w) = 75.7 mJm-2 at 0°C. However, n is still positive why a cohesive failure
is expected also in this case.
Polymer surfaces, especially polymers with surface free energies well below the surface
tension of water are expected to show failures with a high content of adhesive fracture
making these candidates for anti-icing purposes. In order to test the validity of this
assumption, series of homologous rubber materials with different surface free energies
were tested as a starting point to find ways to develop surfaces with low ice adhesion
strength.
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3.0 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS ON ICE ADHESION
AND ICE ACCRETION

Adhesion shear strength tests have been conducted on simple compounds in
homologous series regarding their chemical composition. The purpose was to describe
the behaviour of different materials and surfaces regarding ice accretion and ice
adhesion, and to find correlations between the different parameters chosen to describe
the physical and surface chemical characters of the tested materials. Due to different
interfacial attraction, see Figure 7, significant differences in ice adhesion strength
should be expected between different material categories. Previously only a few studies
had been reported in which the chemical character of the materials had been
systematically changed and tested regarding ice adhesion strength. In these series, no
clear correlation has been found between the chemical properties of the materials and
the ice adhesion strength. In the beginning of the project, the adhesion strength of ice
to a stainless steel surface (SS 2333) was tested (Andersson, 1988a) and found to be
much higher than the adhesion strength of ice to certain rubber materials.

3.1 Materials and Methods
Contact angles were measured with a goniometer, model A100 from RAME-HART
Inc., USA, using sessile drops of water and diiodomethane as test liquids on well
cleaned, mirror smooth surfaces. This test method makes it possible to detect changes
in the chemical composition in the outermost (a few Angstroms thick) surface layers.
The test procedure is fast and inexpensive.
Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ES CA) was used to quantify the
chemical composition in the outer surface layers (5 - 50 nm) of the solid. Tests with
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) were made to assure that no transition
occurred at the test temperature as well as to determine the low temperature behaviour
of the different materials.
The ice adhesion strength tests were performed with a modified Instron type of test
machine, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Apparatus for testing adhesive shear strength at the interface between ice and a substrate.

A prepared test specimen comprising the test surface, spacers and an adfrozen aluminium
stub is shown in figure 9.

Sample
holder

Spacer

Aluminium stub
Ice

Material for test
(substrate)

Steel
plate

Figure 9. Test specimen during preparation. Spacers assure a uniform thickness for the ice layer
between the aluminium stub and the substrate.

In the test, between 20 and 50µ1 of de-ionized water was placed on the substrate using a
micro syringe and an aluminium stub was then slowly lowered down to the spacers. Care
was taken to allow the water to spread in an advancing mode to avoid air entrapment and
hence assure uniform samples. The specimens were prepared at room temperature before
the test samples were placed in a freezer at - 15°C. The specimens were stored overnight to
permit stress relaxation.
After the sample holder and spacers had been removed, the sample was placed in the testing
machine and the aluminium stub was sheared off. The shear strength was determined by
dividing the maximum force by the area of the ice layer.
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3.2 Ice Adhesion to Rubber Materials (Paper 1)
The initial tests on pure rubber materials were designed to determine the adhesive
strength between ice and different rubbers. A very hydrophobic surface from a leaf, Red
clover, was tested as comparison.
For materials with contact angles less than 900, a linear correlation is predicted between
the interfacial shear strength and the surface wettability characterized by a
hydrophilicity number K determined from measured contact angles with water and
diiodomethane as test liquids using the relationship (Andersson et al., 1993)
K = ki(COS 0 + 1) - k2(COS 04 1)

(16)

where 0 and 0 'are the contact angle for water and diiodomethane, respectively, kl =
0.717 and k2 = 0.329.
Figure 10 shows the relationship obtained between the interfacial shear strength and the
surface wettability. A breaking point was found at a K-value of approximately 0.2.
Below this value, the interfacial shear strength is low and is independent of K.

INTERFACI AL SHE ARSTRENGTH (MPa )

0.8

TEST TEMP -14.5 °C

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.2
HYDROPHILICITY NUMBER

0.3

0.4

K

Figure 10. Measured interfacial shear strength between different rubber
materials and ice as a function of the substrate wettability characterised
by the hydrophilicity number, K. The corresponding interfacial shear
strength value for a stainless steel SS2333 (K= 0.26) is 'C = 2.7 MPa
(Andersson 1988a.)
K is an

interaction parameter (Ström et al., 1988) defined as the ratio between the
nondispersive work of adhesion between the solid surface and the water, Wns,„q, and the
nondispersive work of adhesion of water relative to water itself, Wn„q ,aq i.e.
= WnyaqiWnaq ,aq

(17)

where
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Wi aq

(18)

aq =2?'
,

Since water is a polar liquid, (the positive and negative charges in the water molecule
do not balance) a high value for K is expected for water in contact with polar materials
i.e. materials that contain polar groups like ions.
A relationship was found between the interfacial shear strength and the glass transition
temperature, Tg. Using - 14.5 °C as test temperature, there seems to be a breakpoint at
a critical Tg of approximately -70°C. For materials with Tg below -70°C the ice
adhesion strength seems to be virtually constant at approximately 0.1 - 0.2 MPa. A clear
relationship exists however between the polar character (in our case represented by K)
and Tg for polymer materials; Increased polarity with constant pendant group volume
results in higher polymer chain rigidity and hence higher Tg.
Tests have also been performed with different amounts of carbon black types MT-black
and ISAF (Andersson, 1988a). These types differ in particle or aggregate size from 20
nm (N220 ISAF) to 320 nm (N990 MT-black), see Figure 11. A strong correlation was
found between filler particle size and ice adhesion strength. With small-particle carbon
black as filler, the adhesion to ice is greater than with large- particle carbon black fillers.
This coincides with the reinforcing effect in rubber assumed to be caused by the
capillary effect due to the small radius of curvature (Edwards, 1990).

•
a
N220
22 nm

•
b
N990
320 nm

Figure 11. Picture showing the relative particle sizes of different carbon
blacks. a) Intermediate Super Abrasion Furnace (N220 ISAF), and b)
Medium Thermal (N990 MT) carbon black.

Carbon-black-filled materials have frequently caused confusion due to anomalies in test
results obtained. In the present case, the chemical properties of the outermost surface
of the rubber material does not change with carbon black load. It is well known
(Nielsen, 1974) that in fibre- or particle-filled composites, rubbers or plastics, a "skin"
effect occurs. Regardless of the particle or fibre size, the outermost surface layer
consists of the polymer alone. The thickness of this surface layer is usually of the same
order as the fibre thickness or the particle diameter. In the case of rubber, this effect is
also found in a cut surface. It is not possible, regardless of how sharp a knife is used, to
cut through a carbon black particle. If the latter would be possible, a fresh cut rubber
piece would blacken other surfaces which it obviously does not do. The skin effect is
the reason why the same contact angles are found on carbon black-filled-rubbers as on
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non-filled rubbers in this investigation. Despite this, there is a difference in interfacial
ice adhesion strength between filled and non-filled rubbers as well as between rubbers
having fillers of different particle sizes.
The adhesion forces and the type of fracture observed between stainless steel and ice
follow what is expected in theory: The ice adhesion strength is high, higher than that of
the ice itself, causing cohesive fracture in the ice and not at the interface between ice
and the steel surface. This behaviour, which is the normal case in adhesive bonding, is
due to the strong interaction between water and oxides present in the surface indicated
by the spreading pressure IC earlier discussed in section 2.
The cause of the observed existence of a critical lower level for the interfacial ice shear
strength on materials with K-values below approximately 0.2 (contact angles for water
greater than 900 ) is, on the other hand, not obvious. The most probable explanation is
that there is a transition layer at the interface between ice and substrate of the kind first
suggested by Faraday (1850) and later studied by Jellinek (1964). Jellinek found a
correlation between interfacial ice adhesion shear strength and decreasing temperature
for stainless steel and brass down to approximately - 13 °C. Jellinek argued that the
temperature dependence arises from friction forces caused by a negative capillary
pressure between two plates if these are wetted by a thin film i.e. if the contact angle is
below 90°. Fletcher (1962) derived a thermodynamic explanation and showed a
theoretical existence of such liquid-like layers for temperatures above -13 °C which
supports the hypothesis proposed by Jellinek. Data from the work of Landy (1967) and
Makkonen (1989) show the same influence for materials with high surface energies, i.e.
materials which are expected to show water contact angles smaller than 90°. This
temperature dependence effect is less pronounced or not observed at all in the case of
low energy materials.
The Young-Laplace equation states that

Ap . p2 - pl . yi (-1/r + 1/R)

(19)

where pi, p2 are the pressures inside and outside the liquid layer respectively, R is the
radius of the plates (see Figure 12), r the radius of the water meniscus and 'yi the surface
tension of the water.
Usually R is much larger than r which means that the resulting (negative) pressure can
be approximately expressed by:
AP = - Yi(1/0

(20)

Equation (20) shows that the adhesive force between the plates increases with
decreasing radius, and changes with the contact angle according to
reff = re = WCOSO
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Figure 12. A negative curvature, r, will cause a negative pressure in a liquid
between two plates.

Hence if the contact angle is greater than 900 no negative pressure will arise in the liquid
between the planes and hence no additional normal force that may cause friction forces
when tested in shear. The lower critical ice adhesion strength level below the critical level
of K may then be due to the absence of capillary forces at the same time as the repulsive
action due to a contact angle higher than 90 0 balances longer range adhesive forces.
The ice adhesion tests on different leaf surfaces showed that the interfacial shear strength
was small but not zero, although the wettability for the tested surfaces was very low with
contact angles close to 160° (Andersson, 1988b). Nevertheless, the measured forces
required to separate the ice from the leaves were among the lowest measured in the project.
Some of the prepared test specimens broke when the spacers were removed or when they
were being placed in position for test.

3.3 Impact Test of Ice Adhesion Strength (Paper 2)
Today's lack of standardized testing makes it difficult to understand ice adhesion and to
develop low ice adhesion coatings. The ASTM Standard Test Method D 950 for Adhesive
Joints quantifies adhesion strength in terms of work of adhesion and we believed that this
could be a suitable way of linking adhesion strength of a more fundamental nature to
material properties such as surface free energy, rather than the apparent shear strengths
obtained in conventional adhesion tests.
However, our investigation showed that the scatter was too large to give the results any
meaningful interpretation. It was not possible to rank the different material categories,
polymers and steel surfaces, amongst themselves, but all steel surfaces tested showed
cohesive failure in the ice itself compared to predominantly adhesive failures at the
interface between polymers and the ice. Assuming ysv(ice) = 109 m1m-2 Hobbs, 1974) the
work of cohesion in the ice close to 0°C, wc, is predicted to be
W c(i ce) = 27sv(ice) = 2 x 109 = 218 nürn-2
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Measured values for cohesive failure in the ice were, however, approximately 500 times
higher than the theoretical value according to this equation. The discrepancy is
probably due to plastic deformation at the interface and in the substrate (Wu, 1982). The
total work required to divide the two materials, GB can be described as
GB = Wa + Wp

(23)

where Wa is the work required to create one unit of interfacial area between the
materials and Wp is the work done due to plastic deformation of the interface. Even in
brittle materials, Wp is often orders of magnitude greater than the reversible work of
cohesion or adhesion, Wa (Wu, 1982). Misalignment and surface heterogeneities are
other causes, the latter also being responsible for an area enlargement and mechanical
interlocking. Furthermore, there are losses in the impact pendulum due to induced
vibrations, sound, etc. The idea of using fracture mechanics and measuring
fundamental properties like the work of adhesion should, despite the discouraging
results from the impact test, be developed further. This should help in better
understanding ice adhesion mechanisms as well as the de-bonding process (crack
initiation and crack propagation at the interface) and in developing more general
solutions to icing problems.
During the tests, large differences in crystal structure close to the adfrozen surface were
found between ice specimens grown on steel surfaces and ice grown on polymer
surfaces. The results confirms the expected differences between low and high surface
energy materials regarding critical ice nucleus size earlier discussed. On a surface with
high surface free energy (like stainless steel) the critical size for a nucleus is smaller
than the critical size of a nucleus on a low energy surface material.This, together with
fewer nucleation sites (fewer cracks) on polymer specimens than on steel surfaces,
resulted in larger grains at the ice interface close to polymer substrates.
A stress analysis of the joint showed that high tensile stresses arose at the edge of the
test specimen during impact. These stresses were found to be important for ice
diameter-to-thickness ratios less than approximately 10. This value is far below the
ratio of 32 to 80 for the specimens in the ice adhesion test method used in all other tests
in this work. The grain size should be important if a bending moment is imposed on the
ice/substrate interface. Large grains at the interface should be more susceptible to
tensile stresses resulting in a lower adhesive strength than on interfaces containing
small grains.

3.4 Laboratory Test of Frazil Ice Accretion to Rubber Materials
A number of rubber materials initially found to show low ice adhesion strength were
tested in collaboration with the Norwegian Hydrotechnical Laboratory (NHL) in a
laboratory flume at NHL's facilities in Trondheim, Norway (Jensen, 1989).

3.4.1 Materials and Methods
Model trash rack bars measuring 10 x 20 mm and 500 mm long were coated with a 1.5
mm thick rubber coating. A compression moulding technique with a specially designed
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tool assured near flashless moulding and a uniform shape for all test bars. The materials
tested are listed in Table 2.

Specimen Number of
specimen tested
9
I

Material
Low carbon steel SS 13111)

II

4

III

4

BR2) + 2.5 phr Trigonox T3)
BR + 2.5 phr Trigonox T + SRF 7624)

IV

4

Material as III, inflatable

Table 2. Materials for test in laboratory flume. 1) 0.12%C, 0.1%Si, 0.5%Mn. 2) Butadiene rubber.
Tertiary Butyl-Cumyl peroxide (curing agent). 4) Semi-Reinforcing Furnace, (carbon black).

3) 95%

The flume, Figure 13, had a rectangular cross section, measured 8 metres in length and was
1 meter wide with a partition wall in the middle, the latter ending 0.5 metre from each short
end. The total depth was 0.6 metre. A propeller shaft ran through the wall at one short side.
The speed of the propeller was thyristor-regulated with a direct current (DC) motor. In one
of the long sides, the test section, a piece of the wall and bottom was replaced with PMMA
(Plexi-glass®) sheets. This arrangement made it possible simultaneously to observe and
video tape the test specimens from the side and from beneath.

_
_

IM

«
MI
M
MI
MI
1M
«NI
1M

Figure 13. Top view of the refrigerated flume at NHL with test bars.

Air and water temperatures were continuously measured and all test runs were video
recorded. The water depth was 400 mm and the water velocity varied within 0.36 - 0.37 ms1 showing a flat vertical velocity profile. The submerged length of the test objects was 350
mm with a lateral distance of 55.5 mm except at the walls where the clearance was 27.7 mm
in order to maintain the same flow conditions around all test objects.
The inflatable test specimens were pressurized with compressed air with a manually
controlled valve. The time to inflate the test bars was in the order of one second and the
maximum deflation was approximately 10 mm and concentrated to the side of the bars. This
resulted in a reduction of the open area of approximately 20%.
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3.4.2 Test Results
The results showed no difference in the time to initiation or ice accretion rate,
regardless of the type of material tested. The accreted ice showed however much higher
adhesion to the steel test bars than the rubber-coated ones.
Inflating the rubber coatings was however sufficient neither to prevent ice from building
up nor to de-ice the test bars. There is a practical limit for how much such rubber
coatings can be inflated. To withstand damage during service and forces arising on
inflating, the rubber must be reinforced with fibre or fabric.

3.5 Laboratory Ice Adhesion Tests on Thin Surfaces
3.5.1 Tested Materials
Besides pure rubber materials ice adhesion test series were performed on thinner
coatings of two categories. First, a set of commercially available lacquers and paints
aimed for general surface protection but also against icing were tested. The different
paints are listed in Table 3. These were applied with a brush except No. 4 which was
applied with a special technique used by the manufacturer to a thickness of
approximately 2 mm.
A test series was then run on surface coatings prepared on muscovite mica ranging from
monolayers up to a thickness of approximately 400 Angstrom. In this case, the objective
was to avoid the influence of bulk properties and the substrate surface roughness during
the test and to change systematically the chemical properties of the polymers used in
the test. Hence different materials with different polarities (endgroups) and different
chain flexibilities (different glass transition temperatures, Tg) were tested. Table 4 lists
the materials used to test the ultrathin surface layers. The polymers for test were applied
mainly by spin-coating. Specimens No. 1 - 3 were dipped in a diluted solution of in
house made lacquers. No.12 och No. 13 were manufactured with the LangmuirBlodgett method to form monolayers. The procedure is described in detail in Gains,
1966. No. 14 consisted of a fluorocarbon polymer diluted in CFC that was spread on
the test surface and formed a thin film after the CFC had evaporated.

3.5.2 Results of Tests with Thin Surface Layers
For the lacquers with a thickness ranging between 0.2 and 2.0 mm, the results are
summarised in Table 3 and Figure 14. A change in behaviour was also observed in this
case for K-values above 0.2.
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1

Q (P8-12681r

0.17

Hydrophili- Field Test
city number (Atmospheric Icing)
[K)
x
0.17

2

Q-1-2531b
Q-1-2577c

0.24

0.11

x

0.29

0.06

x

0.34

0.21

x

0.96

0.36

x

6

PU (Procoat)d
CSM (Transparent)e
CSM (Black)e

0.85

0.24

x

7

PTFE

0.24

0.06

x

8

Hot-Galvanised steel

0.96

*

x

9

PN/Cf

0.55

0.25

x

10

UHMWPEg

0.19

0.06

x

11

PE(Shrink plastic. Transparent)h 0.60

0.28

x

12

PE (Shrink plastic. Black)'

0.62

0.24

x

Interfacial
Shear
Strength,
[MPa]

Specimen Material
No

3
4
5

Table 3. Result of laboratory ice adhesion tests on materials tested to withstand
atmospheric icing. * Not possible to measure due to the coarse surface. a) Silastomer
2421, Dow Corning + 2.5 phr Trigonox T. b) Semi-permanent silicone coating, Dow
Corning, S'ikema. c) Conformal coating, Dow Corning, Sikema. d) Finely ground
rubber in a polyurethane matrix, Procoat Scandinavia AB. e) Chlorosulfonated
Polyethylene, Hypalon 40, Du Pont. I') Habia Technofluor, AB g) Plasti Dip, Göta Kemi
AB h) Ultrahighmolecularweigth polyethylene, Hoechst AG. i) RNF-100, Raychem AB.
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Figure 14. Interfacial shear strength as function of the hydrophilicity number K, for the
materials listed in Table 3. Test temperature = - 12.5 °C. The corresponding interfacial
shear strength for stainless steel SS 2333 (K= 0.26) is "C = 2.7 MPa (Andersson 1988a.)
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With extremely thin surface coatings no clear relationship was found between the ice
adhesion and X, Table 4 and Figure 15. The interfacial adhesion shear strength obtained
in this case was higher compared with tests on thicker coatings with no pronounced
difference between hydrophilic and hydrophobic materials. This may be due to other
adhesion mechanisms starting to dominate. Diffusion may be more important when the
polymer thickness is below a certain value. A diffuse layer across the polymer may act
as a bridge between the ice and the hydrophilic mica surface below the coating. Hence,
a surface coating aimed to protect and ease the problems of icing and adfreeze should
not be too thin. The result may also indicate that reological properties such as high
flexibility for the polymer chains at the interface may be of outmost importance for low
ice adhesion.
Field Test
(Atmosphe
ric Icing)

1

EPDM1 +ISAF2

2

EPDM1 + MT 3

0.57

0.08

x

3
4

EPDM1+Diethyleneglycol
1900

0.28
0.68

x

Poly-ethyleneglycole (PEG)

1.0
0.53

5

Poly-ethyleneglycole (PEG)

100 000

0.63

0.70

6

Poly-ethyleneimine (PEI)

1200

1.41

0.47

7

Poly-ethyleneimine (PEI)

75 000

1.61

0.38

8

Poly-acrylic acid (PAA)

2600

9

Poly-acrylic acid (PAA)
Silicone oil (Q)4

190 000
1000

0.40
0.44

0.78
0.57

0.96

0.42

Silicone oil (Q)5

100 000

Spec
No.

10
11

Molecular
weight

Hydrophili
city
number
[11
0.14

Interfacial
shear
strength
[MPa]
0.97

Material

12
13

DDA/EA, 1:16

0.72
0.92

0.35
0.64

EA/EO, 1:17

0.73

0.38

14

Fluorocarbon (FC-721)8

0.58

0.06

x

x

Table 4. Materials tested in thin surface layers. 1) Ethylenepropylene rubber,
Vistalon 4608, Exxon 2) Corax N220, (Carbon black) Degussa 3) Sevacarb MT,
(carbon black) Degussa 4) AK 1000, Wacker-Kemi AB 5) AK 100000, WackerKemi AB 6) Docosanedioic acid/Eicosylamine 7)/Ekosylamin / Eicosyl alcohol 8)
Antimigration Coating.
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Figure 15. Interfacial shear strength as function of the hydrophilicity number
K, for the materials listed in Table 4. Test temperature = - 12.5 °C. The
corresponding interfacial shear strength for stainless steel SS 2333 (K= 0.26)
is "C= 2.7 MPa, Andersson 1988a.

3.6 Discussion of Ice Adhesion and Ice Accretion Tests
The laboratory tests shows that the basic adhesion principles outlined in Chapter 2 are valid
for the system ice and pure polymer substrate. Ice adhesion can be predicted by
characterizing the surface wettability by the hydrophificity number, K. Small values for the
interfacial adhesive shear strength are predicted for a K-values below approximately 0.2.
Wetting is a necessary condition for good adhesion.
For carbon-black-loaded samples however, this relationship does not hold. In this case one
explanation may be that the polymer molecules in the outmost surface layer may be less
mobile compared to the rubber molecules in the bulk. It has been shown (see for example
Stickney and Falb, 1964) that rubber molecules close to reinforcing carbon black particles
are bound or immobilised. In this layer Tg may be typically 40°C higher compared to the
measured Tg for the material as whole. However, all observations were made visually and
the fractures observed may have been cohesive to some extent since a residual ice layer
may be difficult to detect.
The delayed nucleation of water absorbed in rubber earlier discussed (Chapter 2) may be
beneficial against icing since a weak boundary layer may develop close to the substrate
interface (air inclusions). In addition, the rubber will remain flexible at temperatures well
below 0°C, mainly determined by the glass temperature and the chemical composition of
the rubber material.
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Air dissolved in the water may be regarded as an impurity. In the tests of ice adhesion
strength to different materials no attempt has been made to produce de-aerated water
prior to the test. Equilibrium conditions for dissolved air in the water will be reached
almost immediately after the water is exposed to air. It may be assumed that small water
drops causing natural icing have reached a state of equilibrium with regard to dissolved
air before freezing. Simple tests of interfacial adhesion strength against certain surfaces
of leaves support the hypothesis that an optimal surface roughness in combination with
a hydrophobic surface will impair bonding. A "weak boundary" layer may form due to
bad wetting or air gathered at the interface. There is always the problem with
mechanical keying, however, so that the effect may be of limited use in some
applications. In the case of atmospheric icing impinging drops approximately 0.03 mm
in diameter may well be collected at the surface even if they do not freeze immediately.
For applications immersed in or subjected to flushing water, on the other hand, a surface
of this kind would be expected to stay dry and delay the icing process.
In the laboratory ice accretion tests, no significant difference could be seen between
different materials regarding ice accretion. The results from the test in the refrigerated
flume (Jensen, 1989) showed that ice started to accumulate at the front of the test bars,
advanced along the sides and finally met on the downstream side. Ice accumulated on
all test bars at virtually the same rate, but ice adhesion was significantly lower on the
rubber-coated specimens and the ice was easy to remove compared to ice accreted on
the steel bars. In our test with inflatable models of trash rack bars, the maximum
deflection was approximately 10 mm and concentrated to the sides of the bars resulting
in a reduction of the open area of approximately 20 per cent after inflation. The
accreted, frazil ice was however not brittle enough to be broken and the area reduction
on inflation between the 4 test bars (of a total of 9) was not enough to raise the water
velocity and pressure to a level needed to remove the ice. Nevertheless, the test
confirmed the results of the initial ice adhesion tests in the laboratory and indicated that
trash racks coated with a rubber composition based on the tested material No. III in
Table 2, would be appropriate for a field test.
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4.0 TESTS AT FIELD SITES

The results of the laboratory experiments on ice adhesion and ice accretion earlier
discussed were confirmed in full scale experiments at three hydro-power plants and at
one telecommunication station, the latter situated at an altitude of 700 metres above
sea level. In the laboratory tests, deionized water was used to form a homogeneous ice
layer on the test surfaces. In atmospheric icing conditions the density is usually lower
than that for pure ice, since the test temperatures, wind velocities and wind direction
vary from time to time. In the case of frazil ice, the variables change more slowly than
those in atmospheric icing events.

4.1 Tests in Hydropower Stations (Paper 3)
Frazil ice problems are usually first observed when a drop in electric power production
occurs because the trash racks are covered with accreted ice that reduces the head for
the turbines. When this occurs, there is little more to do about the problem other than
to reduce the flow and rinse in front of the trash rack. If the water velocity is reduced
below 0.5 - 0.6 m/s, an ice cover will form and, as long as it is intact, prevent the water
mass from being cooled below 0 °C. The tests were performed at three power stations,
Finnfors on the Skellefte River, Untraverket on the River Dalälven and Olidan on Göta
River.
4.1.1 Ice Accretion
A system for video recording the ice accretion process under the water surface at water
intakes in e.g. power plants was designed and manufactured. The system consists of a
video camera in an underwater casing, all enclosed in a steel box with a 20 mm thick
Plexiglass® front. The steel box was designed to fit on the trash rack cleaner used at
the power plants and was placed at a distance of approximately 300 mm in front of the
trash rack. The equipment is simple and robust enough to withstand the water flow and
impact of logs and ice blocks in the intake during full power production. Apart from
the video recording system, the intakes were equipped with temperature gauges for
monitoring water and air temperatures. At Untraverket, in River Dalälven, wind speed
and head losses were also recorded.
At Olidan power plant in Göta River, rectangular steel bars coated with a 3 mm rubber
layer were tested in parallel with uncoated steel bars. Without coating, the bars
measured 30 x 50 mm and the submerged length was 6 m. A steel wire coated with a
thicker layer, approximately 10 mm, was also tested. In the latter case, the purpose was
to study the influence of self-induced vibrations on ice accretion.
A test on a larger scale was made at Finnfors power station. One trash rack element
(7m by 1.2m) was replaced by a rubber coated element with a coated layer 3tnrn thick.
In this case no video recording was made during the freezeup since the power station
is not normally manned in the evening and at night. The temperature recording showed
that the water was supercooled for approximately 5 hours prior to complete blockage.
TESTS AT FIELD SITES
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Figure 16. The shielded box containing the video camera in operation
during an icing event at Untraverket hydro power station in River
Dalälven.

4.1.2 Ice Adhesion
There is, to our knowledge, no standard method available to test the adhesive strength
of frazil ice to objects submerged in a water stream. Therefore, in our experiments the
underwater video recordings were used to evaluate the adhesive strength of ice to the
test specimen submerged.

4.2 Test of Ice Accretion on Broadcasting Antennas
This work was part of a larger research programme carried out in cooperation with The
Swedish Broadcasting Corporation. The main purpose has been to study possible
differences in ice accretion behaviour between different materials and to find possible
solutions by modifying the surface. Ice accretion at the field site was video-recorded in
intervals down to 15 minutes. Meteorological parameters like air temperature, wind
velocity, wind direction and relative humidity were recorded continuously.
4.2.1 Ice Accretion on Polymer Materials
Test coatings according to Table 3 and some coatings according to Table 4 were
applied on steel tubes with the same diameter (70 mm) as those used in high masts
(Andersson, 1990). These coatings were commercially available systems for general
purpose surface protection and also specially designed anti-icing coatings as well as
in-house compounded rubber materials and lacquers.
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4.2.2 Comparative Test with Resistive Heating
The Swedish company ABB Compound manufactures and markets electrically
conductive (5-50 flan) polymers that can be used for resistive heating. The maximum
power input before local melting occurs in the material is claimed to be approximately
2000 Wm-2. The advantages of a resistively heated polymer over standard solutions
with heating cables are that the plastic itself has a low heat conductivity and that the
generated heat is evenly distributed, which reduces the required input power. It is
however important to have a wear-resistant protective coating on top of the electrical
conductive surface. In our case, a two-component polyurethane boat lacquer was
applied in two layers. The test tubes according to Figure 17 were manufactured by
IMT, the Institute for Materials Technology, in Sundsvall Sweden (Kangassalo, 1991).
The heat generated per unit area follows the equation
P (U2 t)/(Peid2)

(24)

where U is the voltage [V], t the thickness of the conductive layer [m], d the distance
between electrodes [m] and pei the volume resistivity [ern]. Much is hence to be
gained if a high voltage may be used. However, according to Swedish regulations, a
test set-up must not be powered with a voltage higher than 48 volts unless approved by
The Swedish Board for Testing and Approval of Electrical Equipment (SEMKO). In
our trials, the test sample was powered with 24 and 48 volts.The test set up is shown in
Figure 18.

Electrodes

Strip of conductive
plastic (black)

Steel tube

Figure 17. Specimen used in the test with resistive heating.

4.3 Results and Discussion
In practice when combating frazil ice problems in hydropower stations, the importance
of the substrate heat transfer for ice formation is utilised. A copper plate is submerged
in the water in front of the trash rack. The water temperature is carefully observed
together with the copper plate. When ice starts to accumulate on the copper plate this
serves as a warning that frazil ice is very likely to form on the trash racks. Earlier the
power to the heated trash racks is turned on at this point.
Heating of the trash racks raises the water temperature by only a few 1/1000 of a
degree even with input powers in the order of 2000 to 8000 Wm-2 (Ashton, 1986).
Since frazil ice accumulation often takes place at supercoolings of 0.01 - 0.05 °C, the
heating is usually not enough to change the active frazil into a passive state.
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The differences in frazil ice adhesion strength observed in the field test were striking. Ice
could easily be removed from the coated trash rack element in large pieces and this was
repeated several times. The different failure modes, adhesive and cohesive fracture, were
also identified in the field test and this confirms what was experienced in the laboratory
tests: Pure adhesive failure was observed for the rubber-coated trash rack whereas the
fracture was cohesive in the ice accreted on the original steel surface on the uncoated
racks.
The supercooling that may occur during frazil ice formation, AT .-- 0.05 °C, means that the
driving force for ice formation, and ice adhesion, is very pronounced. According to eqns
(8) and (9), the critical free energy level for nucleation, AG*het is proportional to the
inverse square of the supercooling.
We have seen (Andersson and Andersson, 1992) that a carefully selected surface
treatment, using a low surface energy material that is flexible, reduces the ice adhesion to
e.g. a trash rack substantially. In the full scale experiment at Finnfors power station in the
Skellefte river, large ice sheets could easily be detached from the rubber-coated trash rack
element. Only small ice debris could be removed from the adjacent, uncoated rack
elements. This confirms the tests on a laboratory scale. The interfacial ice adhesion shear
strength to a surface made of stainless steel (SS 2333) was found to be up to 30 times
higher than that to a rubber-coated surface when tested in the laboratory. In at least one
mild icing event, ice accretion did not take place on the rubber-coated specimen but it did
occur on the uncoated steel surfaces. The type of coating described here may in such cases
be a solution to frazil ice accretion on structures submerged in waterways. If the coating is
incorporated in systems where the energy needed to remove the accreted ice can be
induced, solutions for larger undercoolings are possible. Since substantial amounts of
frazil ice can be generated during freeze up, rubber coated trash racks and trash rack
cleaners should be integrated parts in systems designed to reduce ice problems.
The energy required to detach accreted ice may be taken from the water itself. It is often
observed by the staff at the power plants that trash racks starts to "sing" during icing
events. A probable cause of this is induced vibrations due to increased water velocity
when the open area is reduced. This phenomenon is usually not desirable since many trash
rack elements are welded and hence sensitive to fatigue damage when subjected to
vibrations. By re-designing the trash rack elements so that damage due to induced
vibrations is eliminated and combined with a surface material with low ice adhesion, such
systems could be made self regulating. In small power stations or other water intakes that
cannot afford to have staff on duty on off hours this kind of simple solution, with small
installation and maintenance costs, may make the power production more efficient.
The rubber coating used in the field test in the hydro power plants has shown good
resistance to wear from the trash rack cleaner as well as to impacts from ice and logs.
Some wear was however observed caused by the sharp teeth on the trash rack cleaner,
especially above the water level. Below the water surface the water acts as a good
lubricant and this reduces the wear substantially. If the proper considerations are taken and
the trash rack cleaner is designed to work together with rubber-coated trash racks these
wear problems can be avoided.
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The only successful method found to keep a surface subjected to atmospheric ice
accretion free from ice in this study was to induce an electrical power of
approximately 280 Wm-2. This kept the test specimen free from ice down to a
temperature of -6°C and wind speeds up to 20 m/s. A lower voltage of 24 volts
corresponding to a heat generated of approximately 60 Win-2 was not enough to keep
the sample free from ice. In this case ice formed on the accreting side, but close to the
surface the ice melted off leaving a clearance of approximately 5 mm. The accreted ice
was not however shed from the surface due to bridging to the surrounding, not heated,
structure. The test sample shown in Figure 18 has functioned well and is, after two
years at the time of writing, still in operation and no tendency to wear or deterioration
due to the weather conditions can be seen. If the surface to be protected is easy to
cover, resistive heating may be a very effective way to prevent icing.

Figure 18. The resistively heated test specimen was free from ice during
most of the time during the test periods.

Ice adhesion shear strengths, even to low ice adhesion materials available today, are
much higher than those which permit self shedding. Regarding atmospheric icing, no
differences have been observed in the initiation or ice accretion rate between
hydrophilic and hydrophobic materials. Hydrophobicity itself is not the only criterion
for a surface to prevent ice growth. Lack of polarizable atoms at the surface and lattice
mismatch are also important parameters.
Dark, preferably black, colours were found to be free from ice to a higher degree than
light colours. The difference is most pronounced when ice starts to shed from the
structures and is most probably due to a heat build-up at the interface caused by solar
radiation penetrating the ice layer. The temperature in the surface under the accreted
ice was measured on a few occasions and was higher for dark surfaces than for a white
surface of the same material.
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5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of this work was to find ways to develop materials resistant to icing and
adfreeze. Since lasting solutions are preferred, the study was concentrated to solid
surfaces. Surfaces of the sacrificing type and the combined use with anti-freeze
additives have not been studied.
The study shows that there is a lower limit to which ice adhesion can be reduced by
chemical modification of a solid surface. This limit may well be due to the existence of
a "liquid-like" (transition) layer between the surface and the ice which may influence
the interfacial shear strength between adfrozen ice and the surface. Hydrophilic
materials/surfaces are expected to bind ice more strongly than hydrophobic (water
repellent) surfaces since the demand for wetting is fulfilled in the first case. There
seems however, to be a critical lowest thickness for a surface coating to make it
efficient.
When testing ice adhesion strength, sample preparation is very important. Impurities
may act as nucleation sites causing varying crystal sizes and growth conditions which
in turn affect the strength between test runs and cause unnecessary scatter. The
thickness/diameter ratio much affects the stress state in adhesive joints. However, the
sample preparation technique and ice adhesion test method used here yielded
reproducible test results.The idea of using fracture mechanics and of measuring
fundamental properties like the work of adhesion should be developed further. This
should help in better understanding ice adhesion mechanisms and in developing more
general solutions to icing problems.
A surface chemistry approach is necessary in order to find the real causes and icing
mechanisms that would impair ice accretion. The influence of the surface structure,
topography, on ice accretion and ice adhesion is far from fully understood and more
research is needed, e.g. further investigation of the heterogeneous nucleation
mechanisms. New technologies for analysing materials and new instruments like e.g.
the surface force microscope make it possible actually to see the initiation and ice
formation of the very first ice layer on different surfaces (different materials as well as
different surface structures). Another approach that should be interesting is to study
biological systems. Anti-freeze bacteria have been found to reduce the freezing
temperature a few degrees to protect crops, some fishes use proteins that make it
possible for them to live in sub-zero sea water. There may be ways to combine these
findings into a renewable and environmentally acceptable solution to problems with
icing and adfreeze. There are no simple ways of solving the problem and real solutions
will only emanate from inter-diciplinary studies.
The field tests all confirm that ice accretion takes place on the specimens tested but
that there are large differences in ice adhesion shear strength between different
materials. No correlation was however found between atmospheric ice accretion and
the hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of the materials tested which is in agreement
with findings of earlier investigators. Under special conditions in under-water
applications, the low ice adhesion shear strength of certain rubber materials was
CONCLUDING REMARKS
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sufficient to prevent ice from building up if additional energy was induced in the form of
vibrations or flow around the object exposed to ice accretion. In combination with
properly designed structural parts in a hydropower plant, this may be one way to prevent a
total blockage of the intake and pave the way for more efficient use of water power.
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6.0 NOTATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Upper case latin alphabet

A= Bonded area [m2]

Af= Area of accretion [m2]
F= Force [N]
Fa= Adhesive force [N]

G= Gibbs free energy [Nm]
GB= Free energy for debonding

Lf=Latent heat of fusion [J(kg)-1]

Quup = Heat flux due to impinging drops
entering the control volume
[wm-2s- ii
Q"in=Heat flux entering the control
volume [Wn12s-11
Q" / =Heat flux due to evaporation
and sublimation [Wm-2s-1]
Q"Lf=Heat flux due to latent heat of
fusion [wm-2s-i]

Ls=Latent heat of sublimation [J(kg)1]

Q"out=Heat flux leaving the control
volume [Wm-2s-1]

M"IrFreezing mass transfer per unit
area [kgm-2s-1]

Q"Riu = Heat flux due to net short wave
radiation [Wm-2s-1]

M"unp=lmpingement mass flux per unit
area [kgm-2s-1]

Q"Rout 22 Heat flux due to long wave
radiation [Wm-2s-1]

Miu=Mass flux into the control volume
[kgs-1]

R= Radius [m]

Mout=Mass flux out of the control
volume [kgs-1]
P = Resistive heat generated per unit area
-2
[win ]
Q"conv= Heat flux due to convective heat
[wm-2s-i
]
Q"cond = Heat flux due to conductive
heat to the substrate [Wm-20]

T=Absolute temperature [K]

Ta= Air temperature [°C]
Tg= Glass transition temperature [°C]
Ts= Surface temperature [°C]
Tw= Water temperature [°C]
U = Voltage [V]
V = Volume [m3]

Q"droplet warminr Heat flux due to
droplet warming on nucleation of
supercooled drops [Wm-2s-1]

Q"fiic=Heat flux due to friction heating
rwm-2s-li

Wa= Work of adhesion [Jm-2]
Wad= Dispersive part of work of
adhesion [Jm-2]
Wan = Non-dispersive part of work of
adhesion [Jm-2]
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Wc= Work of cohesion [Jm-2]

t = Thickness of conductive layer [m]

Wns, aq = Non-dispersive part of work of
adhesion between the surface
and water [Jm-2]

va= Air velocity [ms4]

Wnaq, aq= Non-dispersive part of work of
adhesion between water and
water [Jm-2]

wLc= Liquid water content [kgm-3]

WP= Work due to plastic deformation of
the interface [Jm-2]

voc= Free volume velocity [ms4]

x/xsat= Degree of supersaturation [1]

Upper case greek alphabet
AG = Gibbs free energy difference [J]

Lower case latin alphabet
b= geometrical factor

AG*Ilet= Gibbs free energy difference for
heterogeneous nucleation. [J]

k1= Constant = 0.717 [1]

AG*hom= Gibbs free energy difference
for homogeneous nucleation.
[J]

k2= Constant = 0.329 [1]

Ap = Differential pressure [MPa]

d= Distance between electrodes [m]

kB=Boltzmann's constant 1.38.10-23
[JK-1]
Lower case greek alphabet
nb=Number of bulk molecules
ns= Number of surface molecules
n = ns + nb. Total number of molecules in
a cluster
n* = Total number of molecules in a
cluster at the critical nucleation size.

ß=Local droplet collision efficiency
factor

yi= Surface tension of the liquid [Jm12]
ysi= Surface tension between water and
the solid surface [Jm-2]

Pi = Pressure inside a liquid layer [MPa]

ysv=Surface tension between water and
the vapour [Jm-2]

P2= Pressure outside a liquid layer
[MPa]

yiv=Surface tension between the liquid
and the vapour [Jm-2]

r = Radius [m]

taq= Non-dispersive part of the surface
tension for water [Jm-2]

rat- = Effective radius due to non wetting
conditions. [m]

71= Surface energy of phase 1 [Jm-2]

1.04= Radius of water meniscus under
completely wetting conditions [m]

ao

12= Surface energy of phase 2 [Jm-2]
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112= Interfacial energy of the interface
between phase 1 and 2 [Jm-2]
1s= Surface energy of a surface molecule
[jrn-2]

yb= Surface energy of a bulk molecule
[jrn-2]

ESCA = Electron Spectroscopy for
Chemical Analysis

IR = Isoprene rubber
ISAF = Intermediate Super-Abrasion
Furnace.
SRF = Semi-Reinforcing Furnace

K= Hydrophilicity number [1]

MT = Medium Thermal

p = Density [kg/m3]
pei = Volume resistivity [Om]

NHL = Norwegian Hydrotechnical
Laboratory

2L= Heat transfer coefficient [Win-1K4]

PE= Polyethylene

It= Spreading pressure [Jm-2]

PMMA = Poly-MethylMethacrylate
Plexi-glass®

"Ca= Adhesive

shear strength [MPa]
PU = Polyurethane

0= Contact angle of water [0]
PVC = Polyvinyl Chloride
Oa= Advancing contact angle [0]
SS = Swedish Standard
Or= Receding contact angle [0]
03 '= Contact angle of diiodomethane [0]

Abbreviations
ASTM= American Standard for Testing
and Materials

UHMWPE = Ultra-high MolecularWeight Polyethylene
phr = Parts per hundred parts of rubber
polymer

Q= Silicone rubber

BR = Butadiene Rubber
CSM = Chlorosulphonated Polyethylene.
DSC = Differential Scanning
Calorimetry

DDA= Docosanedioic acid
EA = Eicosylamine
EO = Eicosyl alcohol
EPDM= Ethylene propylene rubber
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to investigate the interfacial shear strength between ice and
rubbers.
Different rubber materials containing only polymer and curing agent (peroxide) were tested
with regard to surface wettability and interfacial shear strength. The effect of different grades
and amounts of carbon black filler was also studied. The wettability was determined from
contact angles using water and diiodomethane as test liquids measured on carefully cleaned
and mirror smooth rubber sheets.
The test shows that there is a correlation between ice adhesion and rubber substrate
wettability. Below a water contact angle of 900, the interfacial shear strength of ice decreases
linearly with increasing contact angle. For contact angles above 900 ice interfacial shear
strength stays practically the same. The presence of high surface energy additives such as
reinforcing carbon black (e.g. N220 ISAF), significantly increases the interfacial shear
strength.
The highly hydrophobic behaviour of different plant surface textures has also been
investigated regarding ice adhesion strength. The combination of a submicrometer textured
surface and a hydrophobic surface characteristic shows an abrupt decrease in adhesion force
of a water droplet at measured, macroscopic, contact angles above approximately 1500.
Despite this water repellency the ice adhesion strength is not nil. However, it was among the
lowest values experienced in the test.

Keywords: Ice adhesion, surface energy, hydrophilicity number, rubber, polymers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Icing on structures and mechanical components, in arctic regions, as well as ice build up on
objects submerged in water, is a well known phenomenon. It involves in broad terms,
anything from the annoying freezing up of wind screen wipers and car door seals to more
severe cases like ice build-up on aircraft, ships, antennae and oil drilling rigs. In the latter
cases the costs can be very high, not to mention the danger to human lives and equipment.
Ice accretion on submerged structures is due to frazil ice formation [1]. Frazil ice is initiated
and grows in supercooled, turbulent water. As long as the water is supercooled, the ice
particles are said to be in an active state and attach to anything at hand.
In the case of atmospheric icing, three different ice types can be distinguished [2]: glaze ice,
rime ice, and sea spray ice. Glaze ice forms during wet growth (high moisture content in air).
Lower liquid water content and lower temperature give rise to dry growth conditions creating
rime ice. This growth is significantly slower. At sea in arctic regions, sea spray ice formation
causes severe conditions for people and equipment.
A comprehensive literature survey on the adhesion of ice to different materials has been
made by Sayward [3]. Seven major strategies to reduce ice adhesion were outlined:
1). To introduce low energy surfaces or coatings.
2). To remove high energy contaminations on the surface and surface-tension-reducing
surfactants in the water.
3). To introduce contamination with lower energy material. This will impair bonding
across the interface and create a non-uniform stress distribution.
4). To occlude air at the interface between ice and substrate to impair bonding and create
stress concentrations.
5). To introduce air which is essentially insoluble in ice. Dissolved air within the outermost
layers of water that reach the surface before freezing may be released on freezing and cover
the interface with a layer up to 1 nm thick.
6). To achieve an optimum degree of roughness, that will encourage the formation and
propagation of cracks in the ice.
7). To induce appropriate stresses as shock, flex, vibrations, etc. to induce failure.
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The role of surface roughness and texture seems to have been little investigated and is
considered to play a secondary role [3]. However, when wetting is good, an increase in
roughness can enhance adhesion due to an increased area and mechanical interlocking. On the
other hand, on hydrophobic surfaces, an increase in roughness may result in air entrapment,
which could impair wetting and adhesion.
Different methods have been tried a) to remove ice that has already formed, e.g. thermal
(steam, heaters), chemical (hot water/glycol mixtures) and mechanical means (vibrators,
hammers, base ball bats, saws, pneumatic boots on aircrafts) and b) to prevent the ice from
building up in the first place, e.g. by thermal or chemical means (ice-phobic coatings).
Numerous polymer coating materials have been tested on a laboratory scale, as well as in
full scale trials with regard to their ability to withstand icing [3-8]. Most of the earlier tested
coating materials are referred to as epoxies, polyurethanes, silicones etc., although each of
these material groups may consist of a range of different compositions with large
differences in chemical and physical properties. Unfortunately, in most investigations the
chemical compositions of these materials were not well characterized.
Low adhesion is not the only criterion for a coating material against icing. For all-round use
outdoors, it must be weather resistant to withstand ultraviolet radiation during day, sunshine
in the summer and abrasive snow and ice storms during the winter. Furthermore, the two
different sides of the coating must possess opposite adhesion characteristics: While one side
should be completely inert towards ice, the other side must show strong adhesion to the
surface to be coated.
In this study, particular attention has been given to the adhesion between ice and different
rubber materials with different, well controlled surface properties. As a reference we have
also studied ice adhesion to a very hydrophobic leaf surface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1

Materials

The following formulations of rubber materials were made using pure polymer and tertiary
butyl-cumyl peroxide, [Trigonox T, Alcw], as a crosslinldng agent:
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1. Natural rubber (NR) of Standard Malaysian Rubber quality [SMR 5CV, Lewis & Peat]
was mixed with 2.5 parts per hundred parts of rubber (phr) of Trigonox T as
vulcanisation agent.
2. Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). [Buna 1500, Huls] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T
3. Butadiene rubber (BR) [ Buna CB10, Bayer] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T
4. Nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR). A co-polymer of acrylonitrile (ACN) and
polybutadiene with 18 % ACN-content [Perbunan 1807, Bayer] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T.
5. [Perbunan 2807 (28% ACN)] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T
6. [Perbunan 3307 (33% ACN)] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T
7. [Perbunan 3807 (38% ACN)] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T
8. Ethylene-propylene terpolymer (EPDM) [Vistalon 4608, Exxon] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T.
9. Isoprene rubber (IR). A synthetic form of NR, nonstaining
[SKI 3NS, Razno] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T.
10. Silicone rubber (Q) [Silastomer 2421, Dow Corning] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T.

We also made tests on compounded rubbers containing carbon black with different particle
sizes and different amounts according to the following:

11.[SKI 3NS] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T +30 phr Intermediate Super Abrasion Furnace, a
carbon black with an average particle diameter of 20 - 25 nm. [Corax N220, Degussa].
12.[SKI 3NS] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T + 70 phr [Corax N220].
13.[SKI 3NS] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T + 30 phr Medium Thermal (MT) carbon
black with an average particle diameter of 200 - 500 nm. [Sevacarb MT, Degussa].
14.[SKI 3NS] + 2.5 phr Trigonox T +70 phr [Sevacarb MT].

As a comparison, a typical commercial rubber compound (Sample No 15) was included to
evaluate the influence of common additives:
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Sample 15:
Ingredients

Chemical nature and suppliers

Concentration
(Phr )

SMR CV 60

100

Corax N220

45

Standard Malaysian Rubber [Lewis & Peat]
[Degussa]

DUTREX 729 HP

8

Aromatic, heavy hydrocarbon oil [Shell]

ZnO

4

[Zinkvitt, Sweden]

Stearic acid

1

[Sveda Kemi, Sweden]

TMQ

1.5

Polymerised 1,2-dihydro-2,2,4-trimethylquinoline. Antioxidant. [Bayer, Germany]

1.5

6PPD

N-phenyl-N (1,3 dimetylbutyl) pphenylenediamine. Antioxidant.[Bayer]

ANTILUX 654

2

Paraffinic hydrocarbon wax [Rhein-Chemie, Germany]

CBS

0.8

N-cyclohexy1-2-benzothiazole sulphenamide.
Accelerator [Bayer]

2

Sulphur

Curing agent [Kali-Chemie, Germany]

The leaf from red clover, Trifolium pratense, was tested regarding ice adhesion strength.
This surface sheds water and it was thought that a surface created by nature itself would be
interesting as a starting point when developing anti-icing surfaces. Contact angles of water
were also measured on other related leaves such as aspen,birch, sallow, raspberry, lady's
mantle, timothy, white clover and couch, all together 30 different surfaces.

2.2

Methods

The experimental methods used were standard methods for surface characterization such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), contact angle measurement, electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis (ESCA); differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for evaluation of
temperature dependent reactions in the material and finally, a test of the shear strength at the
interface between ice and the tested surface.
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2.2.1 Microscopy

Rubber test samples and samples of different leaves were mounted on Al-stubs and then
coated with an approximately 0.016 p.m thick layer of gold, using dry nitrogen as sputtering
gas in a sputter unit, Biorad 5000M. Both sides of the leaf were photographed in a scanning
electron microscope, Stereoscan 600, at magnifications of approximately 100 and 1000. Sets
of stereographic photos, with 3° difference in specimen tilt angle, were also taken in order to
determine the depth of surface irregularities.

2.2.2 Contact angle measurements

Contact angles were measured using a goniometer, Rame Hart model A100 mounted on a
tilting base assembly. Advancing contact angles for all rubber specimens were determined
with the sessile drop method using a micro-syringe with deionised water and diiodomethane
at 20° C as test liquids. Receding contact angles were also measured but the scatter was
greater, so these are not reported here. Each specimen was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with
a 50/50 mixture of ethanol and water, subsequently rinsed in deionised water and dried in a
stream of nitrogen. Prior to measurement the last procedure was repeated to remove dust. The
mean value from measurements on both sides of 7 - 10 drops was used to determine the
hydrophilicity number, K, an interaction parameter that is a measure of the hydrophilicity of
the surface. K is derived starting from the work of adhesion Wam, (subscripts a and sl
indicate adhesion and solid/liquid interaction, respectively) which can be divided in two
components: one part due to dispersive forces on the surface, Wad, and a nondispersive
component, Was, which contains all other types of interactions e.g. acid-base, dipole-dipole
bonds and, particularly by in our case, hydrogen bonds. Hence
(1)

wa=wad wan

The work of adhesion against a liquid can be calculated using the surface tension of the
liquid, II, together with the contact angle, 0, between the liquid and the solid:
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Wam= yi(cos 0 + 1)

(2)

Further, the following expressions for the dispersive and nondispersive components of the
work of adhesion have been found to be valid in many cases [9] although they have not been
derived theoretically:
Wad(s1)= 2(1sdY1'21)1/2

(3)

WanoD= 2K

(4)
(4)

where ysd is the dispersive component of the surface free energy of the solid, yid the
dispersive component of the liquid and K an interaction parameter which is a measure of the
hydrophilicity of the surface. Combining equitions 1,2,3 and 4 yields
Yi(COS 0 + 1)= 2(75dy1d)1/2

2Ky n
i

(5)

The measurements are divided in two parts: a) Measuring the contact angle on the solid with
düodomethane and b) measuring the contact angle with water. In the first case Wan(s» =0 as
yid(c) = ykcH212) and so only dispersive interactions are operative, eqn 5 yields
Ti(cH 212)(C05 0 + 1)2

( 6)
4
where 0' is the contact angle between the solid and diiodomethane.Values for the different
components of surface free energy for the two test liquids used in this test are [10]:
71(CH 212) 71d(CH 212) = 50.8 raTin-2' 71(H20) = 72.8 m.Tm-2, y1d(H20) =22 mJrn-2 and
'C(Hm) = 50.8 mJni2. After simplification equations 5 and 6 together with the values for

surface free energies above yield an expression for K
K= ki(Cos 0 + 1) - k2(cos + 1)

(7)

where 0 and 0' are the contact angles for water and düodomethane, respectively, k1 = 0.717
and k2 = 0.329.
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It should be mentioned that the liquid used in determining the nondispersive component of a
nonpolar rubber material will affect the surface. However, since advancing contact angles are
used and the measurements are made immediately the effect is regarded as negligible. [11]
The adhesion of a droplet to the various leaf surfaces described above was determined by
placing an 8 gl drop of water on the test surface and measuring the tilt angle

e at which the

drop started to slide down the slope, see Figure 1. Each leaf was mounted on a microscope
slide using a double-sided pressure sensitive tape and measurements were carried out on as
received leaves using the goniometer. Measurements were made parallel to and perpendicular
to the fibre orientation. We thought that this would be a sensitive way to rank the water
repellency for the different surface structures examined.

The adhesion force Fa, acting on the drop is

Fa =mg sin cp

(8)

where m is the mass of the drop, g the gravitation constant, and q) the tilt angle. ea and EIr
in Figure 1 represent the advancing and receding contact angles, respectively.

2.2.3 Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA)

For ESCA studies, a Leybold Heraeus LH 2000 instrument equipped with an AlKa-source
and operating at 12 kV and 17 mA was used.The angle between the sample and the direction
to the analyser was 90°. Analysis was performed at 10-8 torn The surface composition was
calculated using Wagner's sensitivity factors [12].

2.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

A DSC-4 instrument, manufactured by Perkin Elmer, was used for measurement of the glass
transition temperature of each rubber material. The rubber sample was heated at a constant
rate of 20°C per minute starting at - 120°C.
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2.4.5 Ice Adhesion Test

A test apparatus was constructed for shear strength measurements, schematically shown in
Figure 2. Test samples were made by first vulcanising rubber plates 100 x 100 mm with
thicknesses ranging from 0.90 to 5.25 nun against a mirror smooth stainless steel plate and
then gluing a part of this sheet, approximately 60 x 60 mm in size, onto a 3 mm thick
stainless steel plate.The rest of the rubber plates were used for contact angle measurements
and material characterization, as described above.
Each adhesion test run consisted of up to 18 different specimens prepared simultaneously at
room temperature and subsequently tested. In order to avoid any systematic influence of
unknown parameters, the order of preparation was random. A 50 µ.1 drop was used to form a
thin layer of deionised water between the substrate to be examined and an aluminium disc
having a diameter of 12.7 mm. This disc made it possible to apply a load to the ice/substrate
composite. Spacers assured that the thickness of the ice layer was kept the same for all
specimens. Finally the prepared samples were placed on the bottom of a freezer.
Specimens were thermostated for at least two hours, and usually overnight. The test
procedure started with the removal of the spacers from all the test specimens, (the specimens
were kept in the freezer during the whole operation) and the first specimen was placed in
position for testing. The ice diameter to thickness ratio was 32. The temperature was allowed
to stabilise before the force, F, was applied to the aluminium stub through a steel wire in a
loop in parallel with the tested surface, see Figure 3.
The apparent interfacial shear strength, tadh, was calculated by recording the maximum
force, F=F , applied on the disc just before the bond breakage, and dividing this force by
the apparent (geometric) area bonded to the substrate.The apparent area differs from the total
or "true" area bonded, the latter taking in account and summing over all the peaks and valleys
in the surface.
The air temperature was measured continuously at three points: at the test point, at the
bottom where the specimens were stored and at the top of the freezer. Before the pneumatic
cylinder was actuated, the temperature at the test point was allowed to reach a predetermined
value, in this test -14.5 ± 0.2 °C. (It has been shown [13] that the ice adhesion strength
increases with decreasing test temperature down to approximately - 14 °C). This usually took
10 minutes. The temperature in the freezer, with an inside volume of 0.3 m3, was kept
constant with an electric fan.
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When all the specimens had been tested, the aluminium stubs with ice layers and a mmgraph paper were photographed with a Polaroid camera, equipped with a close-up lens.
These photographs were later copied onto transparent film and mounted in ordinary slide
frames. Using a slide projector, the apparent sheared area, A, was magnified 10 times linear
(100 times area enlargement). This area was drawn on a drawing paper and finally the
enlarged area was determined by weighing and comparing with the weight of a known area of
the same type of paper. The interfacial shear strength Tadh was then calculated as Tadh=

F/A. This method gives an error of less than 1% in the determinination of the area. The
overall error was found to be less than ± 2%.

3. RESULTS

The results of the ESCA studies on the rubber test specimen are given in Table 1.
It is clear that all specimen contain some oxygen at the surface.
Figure 4 shows the interfacial shear strength 'Cie. the substrate thicknesses for all the
samples. There is a tendency for the interfacial shear strength to decrease with increasing
substrate thickness. This may be attributed to an increase in deflection with increasing
specimen thickness.
Figure 5 shows the interfacial shear strength z vs. glass transition temperature, Tg, of the
rubbers. There is a tendency for the ice adhesion strength to increase when Tg is greater than
- 60 °C. At Tg, rubber materials are transformed from the rubbery state to the glassy state,
with an approximately thousand-fold increase in elastic modulus within a relatively narrow
temperature interval. In materials with low Tg the mobility of the surface molecular segments
is very high which could explain the decrease in the ice adhesion strength. The Tg-value for
carbon black filled rubber does not differ by more than approximately 1°C for compositions
ranging from 0 to 70 phr carbon black. However, there is a discrepancy for sample No.12
which contains a high proportion of reinforcing carbon black, Corax N220, and shows a
high interfacial shear strength to ice. This suggests that surface energy of the filler has a
large influence on the interfacial shear strength.
In Figure 6 the interfacial shear strength 2" of ice is plotted against the hydrophilicity

number, K of the rubbers. A linear relationship is observed for values higher than
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approximately 0.2. At smaller K-values, corresponding to ea-values higher than
approximately 900, no relationship was observed. This observation indicates that the
nondispersive component of the work of adhesion has a large influence on the interfacial
shear strength between ice and rubbers containing polar or nondispersive components. A
discrepancy for specimen No.12 was again found in this case. It should be mentioned that
this investigation was made on mirror smooth surfaces. A profilometer was not possible to
use on the materials used in this investigation but the rubber surfaces were examined in a
SEM and were found to be smooth in the magnification used.

ESCA studies of the leaf from lyme grass, Elymus arenarius, show that the surface consists
mainly of nonoxidized carbon, i.e. a wax, see Figure 7. The ratio of atomic oxygen to
carbon, 0/C, was found to be 0.18. The contact angle of water measured on this surface was
approximately 150° compared to the value of approximately 115° expected on pure wax. This
discrepancy is probably due to surface roughness effects.
Ice adhesion tests were also performed on the smoothest leaf surface examined, (red
clover). It is impossible not to achieve mechanical interlocking on a leaf surface, but the ice
adhesion strengths measured were nevertheless among the lowest in the test, ranging between
0.07 and 0.15 MPa, which is similar to values observed for the most hydrophobic rubbers.

4. DISCUSSION

In the adhesion test and material characterization the correlation between hydrophilicity and
adhesion strength was not perfect. Nonpolar rubber samples should show K-values in the
range of natural rubber, specimen No. 1, since the surface energies according to the literature
[14] are approximately the same. Some of the specimens must have been oxidised according
to the ESCA results which should explain the discrepancy in case of specimens 2 and 3,
both of which show much higher oxygen/carbon ratios (Table 1) than can be expected from
the compositions of these materials. Polar groups or moieties, e.g. from oxidation, seem to
be accumulated at the surface. Hence, it is very important to analyse the actual composition of
the surface and not assume what the bulk is.
Also somewhat surprising is the lack of other elements in the surface of the rubber
compound in sample No.15. This is a compound that includes the most common rubber
ingredients used, such as sulphur and zinc oxide. The presence of, e.g., waxes and oils
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would be expected to give lower adhesion to ice especially since they are expected to migrate
to the surface. Even if the surface is cleaned with alcohol prior to the test, it is impossible to
removecompletely these substances from the surface. A likely explanation would be that
carbon black acts as "active carbon" and binds to most additives in the rubber compound.
Adding carbon black does not change the measured contact angle against water, but it still
has a large effect on the ice adhesion strength. Similar to the effect of decreasing thickness,
this could be due to a stiffening effect, however with a different origin. Surface energies of
different carbon blacks are listed in Table 2. There seems to be an almost linear increase in
solid surface free energy with increasing carbon black surface area [151 Accordingly, in our
investigation high amounts of high surface free energy carbon black (N220) increases the ice
adhesion strength, compare sample No. 12 with samples No. 13 and 14 in Figure 5.
Micrographs 1 to 4 show surfaces of three different leaves. Large differences can be seen
between the two sides of the leaves. A micro-rough hydrophobic surface will resist
penetration of a liquid, if the imposed pressure is below a certain entrance pressure, P, which
has been derived theoretically [16] in the case of fabrics,e.g., tyre cords
?I

(3)

P=
rf cos e + [(rf + d)2 - rf2 sin2 011/2

where yi is the surface tension of the liquid, 0 the contact angle of the liquid, rf the filament
radius, and d the distance between filaments.
Surface parameters, rf and d, determined from photographs at 1000 x magnification did not
correlate to the wettability or the tilt angle when a sessile drop of water started to slide or roll
down the inclined surface, Figure 1. The only correlation seems to be between the contact
angle and the dimensionless adhesion force F0= Fa/mg= sin 9. A macroscopic advancing
contact angle ea of approximately 1500 seems to be a critical angle where the adhesion force
suddenly decreases, Figure 8. Similar relationships on rough surfaces have been found by
Bascom et al [17], and this is contributed to air inclusions at the ice/substrate interface on a
hydrophobic surface. Similarly, cavities have been found to form spontaneously on
separation of two strongly hydrophobic mica surfaces [18]. The main problem to solve is
how to describe the surface topography in a way that it can be correlated to the ability to
entrap air. It was not possible to evaluate the surface with a profilometer since the sub micro13

meter structure could not be resolved with this instrument. However, it is clear that the
contact angle of a liquid is altered by the surface roughness according to the Wenzel model. If
a contact angle is more than 900 on a smooth surface, it will increase with increasing surface
roughness. The contact angle will approach 1600, as the roughness parameter (ratio between
the total surface area and the apparent area) increases [17].
Attempts to verify the correlation between the extreme hydrophobicity of a certain surface
texture and low ice adhesion have so far failed. Our preliminary adhesion test on different
plant surfaces show that a drop of water on a substrate with macroscopic contact angles of
approximately 1600 will adhere to the surface when frozen, though the drop is almost
impossible to place on the substrate when preparing the specimen for test. This is most likely
due to adhesion forces caused by mechanical keying occurring as the water transforms into
ice [19]. However, as long as the water is in liquid form, the supporting force must be
supplied by the edges of the drop (a liquid can not support shear forces) and this would keep
micro-rough hydrophobic surfaces dry and perhaps delay the icing process.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A correlation between wettability and interfacial shear strength between rubber
compounds and ice is shown. An expected increase in bond strength is observed with
increased polymer surface free energy. Low ice adhesion is shown for materials with
hydrophilicity numbers, K-values, smaller than approximately 0.2 which correspond to water
contact angles of approximately 90° or higher. For higher than 0.2 K-values the ice adhesion
strength increases linearly whereas for smaller than 0.2 K-values there is little or no change
in ice adhesion shear strength.
There is also a correlation between ice adhesion and the glass transition temperature.
Materials with a Tg well below the test temperature show a low constant level for the
interfacial shear strength.
A reinforcing carbon black significantly increases the ice adhesion strength to a rubber
material.
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Tables and figures
Table 1.

Result of ESCA study on samples investigated.

Table 2.

Surface free energy and surface area for different carbon blacks.

Figure 1.

A drop of water on an inclined plane.

Figure 2.

Ice adhesion test apparatus.

Figure 3.

Test sample in position for interfacial shear strength measurement.

Figure 4.

Interfacial shear strength versus substrate thickness and different materials
tested. Numbers according to samples listed in Table 1.

Figure S.

Interfacial shear strength versus glass transition temperature, Tg.
Specimen thickness: 5.25 mm.

Figure 6.

Interfacial shear strength versus the hydrophilicity number, K.
Specimen thickness: 5.25 mm.

Figure 7.

ESCA spectrum of a reed from Lyme grass, Elymus renarius. The surface
contains almost only nonoxidised carbon i.e. a wax.

Figure 8.

Surfaces of different leaves: Plots of apparent contact angle vs
dimensionless adhesion force, F0= sin 9, acting on a sessile drop of water
versus apparent contact angle when the drop starts to move on a tilted
plane.

Micrograph 1. Top side of red clover, Trifolium pratense. Contact angle against water in
excess of 150°.

Micrograph 2. Top side of lyme grass, Elymus arenarius. Contact angle against water in
excess of 150°.

Micrograph 3. Carex acuta, side facing upwards. The surface will not be wetted by
water. Macroscopic water contact angle in excess of 150°.

Micrograph 4. Carex acuta, side facing downwards. The surface is wetted by water.
Macroscopic contact angle against water approximately 85°.
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Table 1. Results of ESCA study on samples investigated.
Elemental ratios determined in the surface layer.
Sample DesignaNo.
tion.

Material

0/C

N/C

Na/C

0.0027

Ca/C

o

Lyme grass

1

P1-11903

NR

0.08

0.01

2

P1-11904

SBR

0.12

0.02

3

P1-11905

BR

0.16

0.02

4

P3-11906

NBR 18%

0.14

0.05

0.0050

5

P3-11907

NBR 28%

0.09

0.07

0.0030

6

P3-11908

NBR 33%

0.09

0.08

7

P3-11909

NBR 38%

0.10

0.09

8

P0-11911

EPDM

0.05

9

P1-11914

IR

0.07

10

P8-12681

Q

0.22

11

P1-11939

IR+30 phr ISAF

0.07

12

P1-11941

IR+70 phr ISAF

0.07

13

P1-11943

IR+30 phr MT

0.09

14

P1-11945

IR+70 phr MT

0.07

15

P1-11314

NR-based comp.

0.02

F/C

Si/C

0.18

0.02
0.0083

0.45

0.02

Table 2. Surface energy and surface area values for different carbon blacks. After ref. [15]
Carbon

ysd at 150°C

black

( mJm-2)

Surface area (N2)
(m2g-i)

N220

235

118

N330

197

76

N550

130

40

N762

126

32

N990

71.8

7.9
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ABSTRACT
Lack of standardized testing has hampered efforts to understand ice adhesion and develop low-adhesion materials. However, the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) specifies numerous standards for testing
adhesive joints. We plan to adopt one of these standards for ice-adhesion tests,
with ice substituted for the adhesive. Here, we describe our first effort in this
program: adaptation of ASTM D950 (Impact strength of adhesive bonds).
Basically, we installed ice-bonded test specimens in an Izod impact machine
and measured the energy needed to debond the specimens. The main advantage
of this test is its simplicity; many samples can be inexpensively prepared and
tested. Its disadvantages include a restriction on specimen size and the generation of a nonuniform stress field. This paper describes our test procedures
and results, and discusses their implications for standardized ice-adhesion
testing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have used a variety of methods to measure the adhesion
strength of ice on coatings and materials (e.g. Jellinek 1957, Raraty and Tabor
1958, Landy and Freiberger 1967, Sayward 1979, Oksanen 1982, Lyyra et al.
1986, Andersson 1990, Lever et al. 1991, Mulherin 1991). In many cases the
loading configuration is one of practical interest, such as a pile pull-out test.
(e.g. Parameswaran 1987, Nelson and Phukan 1988). Usually the reported
adhesion strengths are nominal values, obtained by dividing the failure load by
the contact area. Unfortunately this neglects often significant stress concentrations which result from differences in elastic moduli between ice and the
substrate material. Indeed, peak stresses can easily be 5-10 times the nominal
values (e.g. Frederking and Karri 1981, Oksanen 1982). Such stress concentrations are also dependent on test specimen geometry. Thus, without detailed
stress analyses, nominal adhesion strengths obtained using different test
geometries are difficult to compare and interpret.
Measured ice adhesion strengths have frequently not correlated well with
chemical and physical properties of the test surfaces (Landy and Freiberger
1967). This may be due in part to the use of nominal strength values. For brittle
failure, poor correlation may also reflect differences in initial distributions of
flaws or stress concentrators along test surfaces; this points to the need for
consistent sample preparation.
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The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) specifies numerous standards for testing adhesive joints (two so-called "adherends" bonded by
a thin layer of adhesive). By substituting ice for the adhesive, we plan to examine the applicability of these standards for ice-adhesion measurement. We
are seeking a test configuration that is relatively simple, yields small scatter, is
not highly sensitive to geometry, and leads to a well-defined adhesive failure.
In addition, it should accept specimens with sufficiently thick ice layers to
permit natural ice growth to occur on the test surface. Optimally this would
include testing samples iced under field conditions. Meeting this last requirement should help reveal the role of ice structure on adhesion strength.
This paper describes our first effort in this program: adaptation of ASTM
D950 (Impact strength of adhesive bonds). We built a jig to form an "adhesive
joint," using ice to bond a test specimen toa support bracket. We installed such
samples In an Izod impact tester and measured the energy needed to debond the
specimen. This test method met our requirements of simplicity and ability to
accept ice layers of different thicknesses. We also felt that a measure of the
work to separate the surfaces might correlate better with test-surface properties
than adhesion strength based on interfacial stress.
2. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
2.1. Equipment
The loading apparatus was a pendulum-type machine used for hod impact
testing of notched-bar metallic materials (see ASTM E23). We attached a
rotational-velocity transducer to the pendulum pivot shaft to measure the pendulum velocity before and after impact. This enabled us to release the pendulum by hand at heights suitable for the low debonded energies of interest. We
confirmed the velocity transducer's calibration using the impact machine's
standard scale. Before each test run, we also checked the alignment and level
of the impact machine.
We recorded the velocity transducer's signal using a digital oscilloscope set
to sample at 50-ss intervals. This allowed us to capture the impact and filter any
transducer noise. The resulting signal clearly displayed the pendulum's velocity before and after impact.
To form ice-bonded test specimens, we built a special alignment jig (Fig.
1). The test surface was the flat side of a 22.6-mm-diameter x 6.4-mm-high disc
of either aluminum or stainless steel. We first clean the discs with acetone and

Table 1. Test results for test specimens with 1.6-mm-thick ice layers, tested
at —2.5 ± 1.0°C.
Test
specimen
number

2
3
4
Top View with ()Removed

r

/7:

:004

lounonomonnal

11

0.89

75

13

0.57

EPDM+Glycol
Silicone
(Stanchem
85x0.0162)

34
29

6
14

1.0

12
7

Stainless steel
Q-I 2577

86
20

7

FYFFE

18

8

Hycote 151
CSM (transparent)

54

CSM (black)

17

0.05
0.03
0.02

0.29

0.04

0.31

0.01

3

0.96

0.05

6

0.85

0.08

25

* From Andersson (1990).

Disc
22.6 mm Dia.
Test Surface
Ice

63

EPDM+MT

5

10

Nominal shear
strength
(MPa)*
Std det
Mean

EPDM+ISAF

6

9
Fig. 1. Jig used for preparing test specimen for
the impact shear test. 1) sample disc, 2)
L-base, 3,4) sample holder, 5) spacer.

Material

Nominal
adhesive work
(JIm2)
Mean
Std dev

Impact From
Izod Hammer

Fig. 2. Test specimen and its relationship to the
impact hammer (specimen shown to scale
with 1.6-mm ice layer).
allowed them to air dry. We then applied to the discs thin layers of various test
coatings (listed in Table 1) according to suppliers' recommendations. Prior to
use, we rinsed each disc with double-distilled water.
The other adherend of each specimen consisted of an L-shaped base of
stainless or mild steel. We roughened these L-bases using 80- and 100-grade
emery paper to ensure good ice bonding. Prior to use, we degreased the L-bases
using acetone and then rinsed them with double-distilled water. To prevent
contamination, we stored both discs and L-bases in sealed pouches until
needed. The alignment jig held each disc and L-base in close tolerance during
ice bonding. This ensured that the impact hammer squarely struck the bonded
disc just above the test surface (Fig. 2).

using a mold and then welding the ice to the L-base, and 2) bonding both the
disc and the L-base in a single operation.
Initially we grew ice using a simple molding process where we poured
water in a mold made by winding adhesive tape around the disc periphery. We
double-folded the end of the tape for easy unwrapping. A steel plate with predrilled holes held the taped discs and acted as a heat sink during ice growth.
Filling the mold resulted in ice slightly thicker than the maximum required (6.4
mm). Rubber insulating tubes prevented heat transfer from the sides and
surface of the water, yielding slow, bubble-free ice growth upward from the test
surface. We also tried adding water slowly into the mold, but the slight
improvement in the resulting ice did not justify the extra time consumed. To
attach an iced disc to an L-base, we melted the ice down to a thickness slightly
smaller than the desired value, installed the two pieces into the alignment jig,
then syringed water into the gap between the ice and the L-base.
For the main test program reported here, we used specimens having an ice
thickness of 1.6 mm. For this thickness, we could not easily melt or machine
down a 6.4-mm molded ice layer without disrupting its bond to the test surface.
Instead, we installed both the disc and the L-base into the alignment jig and then
bonded the pair in one operation. With the assembly at —10°C, we slowly syringed water into the horizontal gap between the disc and the L-base. The injected water initially wetted the test surface, spread and reached the L-base, and
then spread radially along the two surfaces to reach the periphery. We then
slowly removed the needle and added extra water in those few cases where
parts of the circumference were not full. We tried not to overfill the specimens
to avoid having to remove any ice, and risk disturbing the bond, before testing.
We allowed the specimen to freeze completely before moving it. To minimize
bias, we randomized the order in which we prepared and tested the specimens.
We stored the prepared specimens in sealed plastic bags for 16-72 hours at
the test temperature: —2.5°C ± 1.0°C. This allowed the specimens to reach a
uniform temperature and permitted relaxation of bonding stresses.
23. Test Procedure

2.2. Ice Bonding
To produce bubble-free ice at the test interface, we used double-distilled
and degassed water. We allowed the distilling apparatus to reach steady state,
then collected distilled water having a resistivity of about 18 Mohm/cm. For
degassing, we used a de-aerating unit comprising a water supply, a vacuum
chamber in which water can be stirred under vacuum, and equipment for
draining the degassed water without mixing in air. We conducted the degassing
operation at a minimum vacuum of —90 kPa for a minimum time of 20 minutes.
Immediately after degassing, we filled a syringe with the degassed water.
We tried two ice bonding techniques: 1) growing ice on the sample disc
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To test a specimen, we first clamped it in the vise of the impact tester. We
then checked that the specimen aligned correctly with the hammer. Normally
we drew the hammer back only far enough to ensure debonding of the specimen
with a single blow. Release of the hammer then triggered the oscilloscope.
Figure 3 shows a typical velocity transducer record from an impact test. After
each test, we identified the percent occurrence of adhesive failure across the
test surface versus cohesive failure within the ice layer. We rejected those tests
yielding less than —90% adhesive failure.
From each velocity transducer record, we computed the energy consumed
in debonding the specimen, AKE using

3. 0.5
ä
CC

1.0
1.5
Impact
2.0 1
—0.2

1
0.2
Inne (s)

0

0{.4

1:$6

Fig. 3. Typical velocity transducer record (after filtering).

2

AKE = 1/2 /,,(0.21 = 1/2 K

2

1 2-

(1)

where /0 = mass moment of inertia of impact hammer = 0.0494 kg m2
K = calibration constant = 0.015 rad/(s mV)
= angular velocity (rad/s) before and after impact, respectively
VI, V2 = measured voltage (mV) immediately before and after impact,
respectively.
To obtain the nominal adhesive work, we divided AKE by the specimen area,
4.0 x 10-4 m2.
Note that equation ( I ) ignores energy losses other than the specimen debonding energy. However, for the velocities and specimen masses involved,
kinetic energies of the broken specimens were not significant. Furthermore, to
estimate losses due to plastic work and elastic wave energy, we installed a solid
steel rod in the tester and conducted a series of light impacts. We also found
these losses to be negligible for impacts with momentum changes comparable
to those occurring during the debond tests.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Preliminary Tests
During our experiment planning, we used Goland and Reissner's (1944)
stress analysis to guide our choice of specimen dimensions and adherend
materials. This analysis solves for the plane-strain, elastic stress distribution in
a cemented lap joint. However, it utilizes a key assumption: no stress variation
exists across the cement layer. This is generally a good assumption for the very thin adhesive
layers used in practical lap joints.
Impact
Goland and Reissner's solution for relatively flexible cement layers is of interest here.
It predicts substantially uniform shearing
stresses in short joints. It also predicts significant perpendicular normal stresses, so called
"tearing stresses," to resist the moment resulting from eccentric load application. However,
these predicted tearing stresses diminish as the
cement layer thickness increases. That is, this
analysis suggests the use of specimens with
short, thick ice layers.
We conducted an initial series of about 60
impact tests using the maximum ice thickness
Fig. 4. Typical cohesive
achievable with our specimen alignment jig,
failure in specünens
namely 6.4 nun. We found that cohesive failwith 6.4-m-thick ice
ure in the ice occurred for virtually all test
layers.
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surfaces. The resulting fracture surfaces sloped downward at the lower leading
edge of the ice and paralleled the L-base interface for most of the bonded region
(Fig. 4). For this geometry, with a steel disc and L-base, Goland and Reissner's
analysis yields a ratio of peak normal stress, a., to average shearing stress. Taw
of oehave -0.8. This same analysis predicts a peak shearing stress, To, of :Vt.,
-1.2. Therefore, for the generally low-adhesion coatings tested, we had
expected failure at the test interface due to To,not cohesive failure in the ice due
to 00.
However, for short, thick ice layers, stress variation across the ice may not
be negligible. Indeed, we may view the specimen as a short cantilever of circular cross section. Timoshenko and Goodier (1987) provided an elastic solution to this problem which permits stress variations along the cantilever. For a
6.4-mm-thick ice layer, this solution yields pottave -3.4 at the forward edge of
the L-base. Apparently these high tensile stresses caused the ice to fracture
predominantly in mode I, its weakest mode, before the impact load rose to the
level needed to cause adhesive failure along the test surface. Furthermore, this
was true even for surface coatings which generally bond poorly to ice.
Because Timoshenko and Goodier's analysis takes no account of the
material holding the cantilever in place, it doesn't necessarily yield the correct
interfacial stresses. However, it suggested to us that reducing the ice thickness
would reduce the moment and hence the peak tensile stress at the L-base. We
therefore reduced the ice thickness to 1.6 mm, and this change produced the
desired result: predominantly (>90%) adhesive failure at the test surface for all
but bare stainless steel discs.
3.2. Adhesion Tests
We conducted a further series of about 60 tests using specimens with 1.6mm-thick ice layers. Table 1 shows a summary of these results in terms of the
mean and standard deviation of nominal adhesive work for each test material.
Also shown, for many of the same test materials, are nominal adhesive shear
strengths obtained by Andersson (1990) using a lap-shear test. Note that the
two sets of results do not yield the same performance ranking of the materials.
We had expected substantially higher debond energies for bare, roughened
stainless steel (material 5) compared with those of the other materials. However, in most cases, the stainless steel specimens failed cohesively through the
ice or adhesively at the L-base (not the test surface). Thus, these results are not
comparable with those of the other, lower-adhesion materials.
Interestingly, the measured adhesive work values are about 100-500 times
the 2 x 109 nil/m2 of work needed to create two new surfaces for ice close to
the melting point (Hobbs, 1974). Anderson et al. (1977) noted a similar discrepancy for the fracture of adhesive joints and attributed it to inelastic work,
true surface area, misalignment and secondary bond rupture. If we assume that
the disc moves generally parallel to the L-base before debonding, we compute
nominal shearing-strain rates of 50-100 s for 1.6-mm-thick ice layers. At
such high strain rates, we would expect brittle ice behavior and little inelastic
work. Clearly such large energy discrepancies warrant further attention if one
hopes to relate measured adhesive work to test surface properties.
3.3. Crystallographic Evaluation
For most tests where predominantly adhesive failure occurred, either at the
test surface or the L-base, the ice layer was sufficiently intact to permit crystallographic evaluation. We performed both vertical and horizontal thin
sections on the 6.4-mm-thick ice layers but only horizontal thin sections on the
1.6-mm-thick ice layers. Even under microscopic examination, in no cases did
we find air bubbles in the ice along the test interface.
Figure 5 shows results typical for ice grown slowly from a polymer test
surface (the method used to create the 6.4-mm-thick specimens). Note the
distinct differences in ice crystal structure through the layer. Adjacent to the
polymer surface, the freezing ice formed very large grains, which then grew
upwards. When we bonded the specimen together, very fine-grained ice
formed adjacent to the L-base. We attribute this difference to (a) lower thermal
conductivity in polymers resulting in delayed nucleation or (b) smoother
surfaces resulting in few nucleation sites.
By comparison, when we examined micrographs of ice from the 1.6-mmthick specimens, we found only a fine-grained ice structure through the layer.
Because we formed these thinner specimens in a single operation, the stainless
steel L-base clearly dominated the freezing process.

a. Vertical thin section in the ice layer joining the sample
disc to the support bracket (L-base).

c. Horizontal thin section showing finegrained ice near the stainless steel surface.

b. Horizontal thin section showing coarse
ice grains formed at the polymer surface.

Fig. 5. Typical thin sections for ice grown slowly from a polymer test surface. The top side was bonded to the test surface (Hycote 151), and the bottom side was
bonded to the L-base (stainless steel).
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Fully Constrained L-Base Interface
Figure 6. Finite-element mesh used to model specimens with a 6.4-mm-thick ice layer.

3.4. Detailed Stress Analysis
Following the test program, we used a finite-element analysis to compute
stress distributions in specimens having 6.4-mm and 1.6-mm ice layers. We
utilized linear displacement (constant strain) elastic elements and simplified
the problem by treating it as one of plane strain using the specimen's centerline
dimensions. Figure 6 shows the mesh used to model a specimen having a 6.4mm-thick ice layer. Because the test coatings were very thin, we ignored their
flexibility and modeled only the steel disc. We also assumed that the stiff L-base
did not deform and thus fully constrained the bottom of the ice layer. Lastly,
because compression and shear waves travel much more quickly through the
specimen than the impact rise time, we examined only static stresses.
Figures 7 and 8 show, for the two ice thicknesses studied, the computed
shearing and normal stresses along the test surface and along the L-base. Essentially the results confirmed our earlier understanding of the stress states in
the specimens. For both ice thicknesses, shearing stresses along the test surface
are reasonably uniform, particularly across the central region. Also, normal
stresses along the L-base are substantially lower for the thinner ice layer.
However, peak tensile stresses near the leading edge of the test surface are
higher for the thinner ice layer. This is qualitatively in keeping with Goland and
Reissner's analysis, and it implies that adhesive failure along the interface may
occur due to combined shearing and tensile stresses rather than predominently
shearing stresses.
4. DISCUSSION
Overall, the test apparatus, instrumentation and specimen preparation
procedures worked well. We were able to form consistently well-aligned specimens containing bubble-free ice along the interface of interest. The test
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procedure is simple and time-efficient, and it yields an essentially direct
measure of the energy needed to debond the specimen. Also, although the
present results showed significant scatter, testing substantially larger numbers
of specimens is quite feasible. This would presumably improve the statistical
results and hence our ability to rank various-test materials.
Despite our efforts at consistency, however, subtle variations in specimen
preparation may account for some scatter in the results. For example, the sixth
set of specimens showed much higher debond energies compared with all
others. For this set, we kept the water syringe at about 20°C during specimen
preparation, whereas for other sets the water was generally much colder. A
possible explanation for this effect may be increased wettability due to decreased surface tension of the water. This effect, together with the effect of
cooling rate of the specimens, should receive further attention.
Having conducted this impact-test program, we now feel that there are a
number of disadvantages which limit its usefulness. To fit the impact tester
easily, the specimen must be relatively small. However, the polymer-coated
surfaces contained across their diameters only 3-4 large ice grains. If ice crystal
structure does influence adhesion strength, we should test larger specimens,
with more grains, to average grain-related effects. Another size concern is the
need to limit ice thickness to prevent cohesive fracture near the L-base. For 1.6mm-thick ice, however, the L-base dominated the freezing process; this prevented testing of ice formed naturally on the test surface. Insulating the L-base
during freezing might correct this problem.
One of our requirements for an ice-adhesion test standard is that it not be
highly sensitive to geometry. Equivalently, the stress field should be reasonably uniform and sufficiently well defined to permit corrections for differences
in specimen geometries. However, we now know that interfacial stresses in the
present specimens are substantially nonuniform and fairly strongly dependent

2
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(a) 6.4 mm Ice Thickness
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Fig. 7. Shearing and normal stresses along the test surface.
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Fig. 8. Shearing and normal stresse-s along the L-base.

on geometry. Furthermore, because peak shearing and tensile stresses are
comparable, the test does not provide a clearly defined failure mode. This
violates another of our requirements for a test standard because it complicates
development of a failure criterion for ice adhesion.
More generally, it is not clear whieh loading mode and strain-rate regime
is most appropriate for an ice-adhesion test standard. By far, shear loading has
been the mode of preference mostly at moderate strain rates (10-4 to 1Cr2 s--1).
However, interest in low-adhesion materials ranges from encouraging selfshedding (i.e. nearly static loading) to improving mechanical ice-removal rates
(i.e. very rapid loading). Also, typical polymer materials of interest exhibit
strong strain-rate dependence. Virtually any ice-removal process is unlikely to
produce a uniform, simple interfacial stress distribution, and the resulting timevarying strain field is unlikely to be constant rate.
Thus far, we have focused on ice adhesive failure at high strain rates. In such
cases, both ice and substrate material are probably brittle, and significant stress
concentrations arise merely due to differences in elastic moduli between the
two (Hein and Erdogan 1971, Anderson et al. 1977). These stress concentrations interact with interfacial flaws to produce brittle adhesive fracture.
Because we cannot directly control interfacial flaw distributions, measured
failure loads for laboratory samples may be quite different from those obtained
on field ice acretions.
Anderson et al. (1977) strongly advocated using fracture mechanics for
analyzing and testing adhesive joints. Essentially, fracture-toughness tests
involve introducing a crack in a specimen which dominates over existing
interfacial flaws. Because mode! (tensile crack opening) is the critical failure
mode for most materials and adhesive joints, a mode-I fracture-toughness test
may be an appropriate way to evaluate low-adhesion materials at high strain
rates. It may also provide a useful failure criterion for analyzing ice-removal
methods. As the next phase in our program, we plan to adapt ASTM D3433
(Fracture strength in cleavage of adhesives in bonded joints) to test ice-bonded
joints. Our experience gained in the present study regarding sample preparation
and ice growth from polymer surfaces will help guide this effort.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Our adaptation of ASTM D950 (Impact strength of adhesive joints) clearly
met one of our requirements for ice-adhesion testing: simplicity. Our sample
preparations consistently yielded well-aligned specimens with interfaces
consisting of bubble-free ice. While the data showed substantial scatter, the
methodology is sufficiently simple to permit testing of many specimens to
improve statistical results.
However, the test fails to meet other, equally important requirements. It
does not easily permit testing of thick, naturally formed ice layers. Furthermore, the induced stress field is strongly dependent on specimen geometry, and
it does not produce a clearly defined mode of adhesive failure. We therefore
plan to abandon this test configuration. However, we will continue our effort
to develop a suitable ice-adhesion test standard. In the next phase, we will adapt
ASTM D3433 to measure the mode-I fracture toughness of ice-bonded specimens.
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ABSTRACT
A field experiment to study frazil ice blockage of water intake trash racks in a hydro
power plant is described. The experiment, conducted during the winter seasons of 1990/91
and 1991/92, using a submerged video camera, was designed to investigate ice accumulation on trash racks and compare this with laboratory tests. Differences between ice accumulation and adhesion on a steel bar with and without a rubber coating were examined. The
submerged video camera, used to observe frazil ice formation at the field site, functioned
well. Frazil ice problems occurred in air temperatures as high as -3.9 °C. Frazil ice accumulation started on the upper section of the trash racks and progressed downwards. Ice was
mainly deposited on the upstream face of the racks. The rubber coating material, with its
low adhesion to ice, appeared to mitigate frazil ice problems in the intakes.

INTRODUCTION
The accumulation of frazil ice on water intakes is a serious problem in many hydro
power plants operated in cold climates (Ashton, 1986, Daly, 1991). A complete blockage
resulting in total shutdown, proceeded by large reduction in power production is not unusual. Production losses due to ice problems have been costly for the hydro power industry.
At just one plant during a 10 year period the average cost of ice problems and heating the
trash rack was 1 million SEK/year, equivalent to $0.2 million/year. No cost due to high preparedness of staff all day around were included.
Frazil ice is the term for small particles formed in turbulent, supercooled water. The
particles are primarily discoid shaped. A supercooling of only a few hundredths of a degree
is enough to favour frazil ice formation. The particles grow as long as the water is supercooled. During this 'active' stage they adhere to objects with which they have collided
(Carstens, 1970). Observations in field have shown individual frazil ice particle sizes between 1 and 15 mm (Wigle, 1970, Ashton, 1979, Osterkamp et al., 1982).
Water velocities higher than 1 m/s cause enough turbulence to keep the frazil ice well
mixed a the river (Carstens, 1970, Matousek, 1984). Layered frazil ice and slush ice are
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formed when the flow velocity is between 0.6 and 1 m/s. Skim ice and an ice cover is
formed at velocities lower than 0.6 m/s.
A fundamental study of frazil ice particles formation and growth was carried out by
Daly (1984). To able the simulation of the motion of frazil ice crystals, a numerical model
is under development (Svensson et al. 1988, Andersson et al. 1991).
Laboratory tests which aimed to achieve a better understanding of the prevention of
frazil ice problems have been conducted (Daly 1987a, Daly 1987b). Small scale experiments using trash racks at field sites have been carried out (Mussalli 1987, Haynes et al.,
1991).
OBJECTIVES
To improve the understanding of frazil ice formation and growth a research project was
begun at the University of Luleå, Sweden (Andersson et al., 1992). The long term goal of
the project is to increase the knowledge of water intake blockage due to frazil ice and to
find materials and methods that will reduce ice adhesion to trash racks. The aims of this initial test were:
a) To observe the weather conditions and temperature changes before frazil ice problems occurred.
b) To record the frazil ice accumulation on single bars and on the entire trash rack, with
respect to water depth, flow rate and time.
c) To quantify the adhesion forces between ice and trash rack elements at field sites.
The field tests were also used to indicate the practical values and limitations of laboratory tests. Controlled experiments in a flume located in a cold room can be conducted and
repeated. In the field, frazil ice formation is highly variable.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were conducted during the winters of 1990/91 and 1991/92 at three hydro
power plants in Sweden: Finnfors on the Skellefte River; Untraverket on the River Dalälven; and Olidan on the Göta River, listed from north to south. These three power plants
were chosen because they often experienced frazil ice problems. The design of Untraverket
and Olidan permitted the installation and maintenance of test equipment (see figure 1).
Each intake could be drained in a few minutes.
Finnfors. At Finnfors one trash rack section (1.2 x 7.0 m) was replaced by an identical
rack coated with a three mm thick rubber material. A qualitative evaluation, by operating
the trash rack cleaner, of differential ice accumulation was achieved by a comparison of the
performance of the surfaces on the control and replaced racks.
Untraverket. Upstream of the plant, a 1 km long canal runs between a dam and the
front of the intake. The first 700 m is orientated west southwest to north northeast direction,
while the last 300 m is orientated in east to west. The canal has a width of 80 m and a depth
of 6 m. No test equipment was set up on the existing trash rack. The video camera and its
steel box was mounted on the trash rack cleaner. The ice accumulation to the bottom, at a
depth of 8 to 9 rn, could be recorded.
Olidan. Three steel bars with a rectangular cross section of 50 mm depth and 30 mm
width were mounted in front of the existing, heated, trash rack (figure 2). The middle bar
was coated with the same rubber material as at Finnfors. A rubber coated wire with a triangular cross section was mounted next to the bars, to evaluate the influence of self induced
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vibrations due to bar shape in combination with a rubber coating. The 60 mm spaced test
specimens were electrically insulated from, and mounted approximately 0.1 m in front, of
the trash racks. This design assured that water flowed past the test specimen first. Heat from
the control trash rack did not then affect the ice built-up on the test bars. The heating
assured that the ice accretion started on the test sections. In this test design, mechanical
rinsing of the test section was not possible. Video recordings during the course of the ice
built-up were used to evaluate the adhesive properties of ice to the different specimens.
A more detailed description of the experimental equipment was described by Andersson et al. (1992).
Trash rack
house

Skimmer wall

Frazil Ice
Trash Rack
1 II

Figure 1. Schematic figure of Untraverket hydro power plant.

Steel Bar
Wire
Coated Bar

Recording
System

Figure 2. Test rack at Olidan.
A video, taken while the hydro power plant was operating, showed the ice accumulation at different depths and also the difference in ice growth on the steel bars and coated
bars. Particle behaviour in front of the rack was also recorded.
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Temperature measurements and weather conditions
Pt 100 temperature probes, with an accuracy of 1/10 DIN, shielded by stainless steel
tubes were used. Using a Thermolyzer S2541 between the Pt-probe and the data logger, the
required resolution was achieved in the vicinity of 0 °C.
Thermocouples of copper/constantan were individually shielded in a polyethylene tube
that was sealed with a PVC-resin at the end point of measurement. The shielded gauges
were inserted in tubes and fastened on to the trash racks for protection. Care was taken to
and assured that place the tubes at the required depth. Each thermocouple was individually
calibrated to 0 °C in a mixture of ice/snow and water, before and after the field tests were
conducted. The necessary corrections were made during data analysis. It was then possible
to measure the temperature to within an accuracy of a few hundreds of a degree.
Synoptic and automatic weather stations are located around Sweden. Data on air temperatures, amount of precipitation, wind speeds and wind directions were obtained from
stations near to each power plant.
Water velocity

Finnfors. Water velocities were measured at 10 m intervals on straight lines perpendicular to the intake at three locations 50 m upstream the power plant. At the time of measurements, the river was partly covered with ice.
Untranverket. The water velocity profile across the entire trash rack was measured
when no frazil ice was present and the flow rate through the plant was normal the season.
RESULTS
Temperature measurements and weather conditions

Finnfors. Frazil ice formation appeared suddenly at Finnfors on the 13th November,
1990, (Figure 3). The temperature was measured 0.5 m downstream the trash rack and 2 m
below the water surface. Head losses larger than 2 m exposed the temperature gauge to the
air which causing the peak shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Intake water temperature in Finnfors power plant (13-14 Nov. 1990)

Untraverket. Air and water temperatures, recorded each morning, at Untraverket
power plant, from the ist November to the end of December, are shown in Figure 4. Water
temperature declined while air temperatures were below 0 °C. Water temperatures were
shown to fluctuate more rapidly than air temperatures. Water temperature did not vary with
depth.
Frazil ice problems occurred during December,1990, coincident with snowy weather
(Figure 4). The wind direction was north northeast to north northwest during the first part
of December, i.e. parallel in the downstream direction, to the intake canal. During the rest
of the month the wind direction was southwest. The near wind speed was 3.5 m/s.

Frazil Ice
5/12
Frazil Ice
30/11

-15
1/11

21/11

Date (1990)
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13/12

Frazil Ice •
1 21/12

11/12

31/12

Figure 4. Air and water temperatures at Untraverket during
November and December 1990.
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Frazil ice problems appeared for the first time at Untraverket, on the 16th of December,
1991. The wind speed was low (2 m/s) and the wind direction was northwest during most
of the day. The minimum air temperature decreased to a minimum of -3.9 °C (see Figure 5)
and no precipitation was present.

.017
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IFrazil Ice t
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Figure 5. Air temperatures at 16th of December, 1991 (Untraverket).
It should be noted that air temperatures of only -5 °C and -3.9 °C, 1990 and 1991
respectively, caused frazil ice problems.
Olidan. Olidan experienced frazil ice problems during February 1991. Average daily
air temperatures were measured at a nearby weather station. Frazil ice problems occurred
on the 5th February at an air temperature of -7.0 °C. Little precipitation occurred during
that day and the average wind speed was 5 m/s from the northeast.
Water velocity
Finnfors. The water velocities, measured upstream of the intake, ranged between
approximately 0.3 m/s at the centre of the river, to 0.8 m/s about 20 m from the shore.
Untraverket. Immediately upstream of the intake the velocity profile was constant with
depth except close to the surface and bottom. The velocity at the surface was low (0.2 m/s)
because of the skimmer wall which reached down to 1.5 m below water level, i.e. 2.5 m
below the top of the trash rack (Figure 1). A wake that affected the flow in front of the rack
was caused. Below the skimmer wall the water velocity reached a constant 1.2 m/s.
Upstream of the intake canal, water velocity varied between 0.21 and 0.62 m/s depending
on the flow rate through the plant (100 and 300 m3/s respectively).

Frazil ice accretion
Untraverket. Untraverket experienced frazil ice problems several times at the beginning of the winter season 1990/91. The freezing process was recorded on two different
occasions. At a third occasion the gate upstream of the intake was lowered to the bottom
and the entire trash rack was exposed in the trash rack house. The frazil ice blockage and
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the thickness of the accumulated ice was estimated. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of ice
accretion measurements on two of the trash rack bars, on two occasions (5th and 13th of
December, 1990). These were considered representative of other samples. Figure 6 indicates that ice accumulation started at a depth of approximately 2 m. 1 hour and 20 minutes
after the start of accumulation, ice reached to a depth of almost 7 m at intake 2 and around
5 m at intakes 3 and 5.
Figure 7 indicates that the ice build-up has been in progress for a longer time than that
shown in the previous figure. The ice growth reached a depth of 7 m in the middle of the
day and to the bottom at approximately 17.00, resulting in a complete blockage.
The bars could be seen despite the accumulation. The ice remained transparent, but became more opaque when complete blockage occurred. This can be explained by a high porosity of the accumulating ice. During accumulation the deposited ice became more and
more dense, so increasing opacity. The accumulated ice was 10 to 15 cm thick when the intake was drained on the 21th December.
During this winter period, water was discharged through the spillways resulting in
energy production losses. Figure 8 shows the spillage during the period when frazil ice
problems occurred. The spillage peak on the 9th December occurred because of drifting ice
problems not because of frazil ice. The plant turbine had to shutdown to able the intake to
be cleaned of surface ice transported from upstream. The remaining peaks (marked with
arrows) were caused by frazil ice problems.
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Figure 6. Frazil ice accumulation versus depth at Untraverket (5th of December).
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Figure 7. Frazil ice accumulation versus depth at Untraverket (13th of December).
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Figure 8. Spillage at Untraverket during frazil ice problem periods, 1990.
On December 16th 1991, frazil ice problems occurred at Untraverket. Video recordings started when head losses increased, i.e. at 8 pm and continued for 1 h 45 min. The turbine continued to operate until the head losses were considered unacceptable. The
development of frazil ice accretion was similar to that in 1990, i.e. it started at the upper
region of the rack, below the skimmer wall, and progressed downwards. The ice growth
thickness was approximately 5 to 10 cm.The major accumulation was on the upstream side
of the trash rack. The intake was drained of water at 10:30 pm by which time it was
blocked from top to bottom. A horizontal wave form was evident in the ice growth. The ice
extended further upstream in front of the trash rack bars than it did between them where ice
bridging between the bars occurred.
Olidan. Olidan experienced frazil ice problems on the night between 4th and 5th February. Ice accumulation on only the uppermost 1 m of the rectangular steel bars of the test
section could only be recorded because a large amount of blockice from upstream collected
above most of the rack. The ice blocks, together with frazil ice deposition, caused a head
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loss of approximately 2.5 m, rather than complete blockage. The ice blocks originated from
the break up of the ice sheet on the river, which is kept open for navigation.
A thickness of 5 cm of frazil ice accumulated on the steel bars to a depth of 1 m. Ice
samples were taken both from the bar and from the block ice. Thin sections were prepared
and evaluated by using cross-polarized light. The blockice consisted of frazil ice. The size
of the individual frazil ice particles in the blocks ranged between 5 and 8 mm. The trash
rack was drained and exposed to warmed air and the ice blockage could be recorded. Frazil
ice problems continued on several occasions during a period of approximately 2 weeks.
Frazil ice adhesion
Finnfors. At 00.30 on November 14th the engineer on duty was informed by the Power
company's Central Control Board that the power production was very low at Finnfors.
When he arrived at the power station the head loss was 14 tn.
No difference in accumulated ice thickness on the original trash rack and the coated
test rack before the cleaning was observed. Observed flow pattern in front of both trash
racks were also similar. It should be noted that the trash rack cleaner width measured 3 m.
The test section was only 1.2 m wide. It therefore covered a further 0.9 m, on each side of
the non-coated trash racks, during cleaning.
A significant difference in the de-icing performance of the rinsing equipment was
observed when the rubber coated trash rack was cleaned, compared to the original trash
rack elements. Ice was removed from the coated rack in large pieces (approximately 1 by
1.2 m). Ice removed from the un-coated rack was fragmented. The cleaning with the trash
rack rake was repeated several times. After cleaning a substantially larger flow was indicated through the rubber coated trash rack than the control rack. This was despite a reduced
spacing between the trash rack bars of approximately 8% due to the thickness of the coating.The problem continued for about 24 hours until all ice were mechanically removed and
a full production could be achieved.
Untraverket. Recordings taken during the drainage of the intake on December 21th,
showed the difficulties involved with the removal of ice from the trash rack using the trash
rack cleaner. Even though the trash rack was exposed to temperatures approximately
around 10 °C, the ice was difficult to remove. Half of the trash rack was equipped with
electrical heating which caused the ice to melt and fall off after a time.
Olidan. No ice accumulated on the bar coated with rubber material. The difference in
ice thickness of the steel bars and the coated bar was obvious. The rubber coated test wire
did not accumulate ice. Ice on the original trash rack was difficult to remove shortly after it
had been drained and exposed to warmer air.

DISCUSSION
Frazil ice accumulation as a factor of depth was the main parameter recorded at Untraverket. The video recordings indicated that the ice accumulation started at the upper part of
the trash rack and progressed downward. Frazil ice started to accumulate at approximately
2 m below the water surface. This can be explained by the location of the skimmer wall
which reached 1.5 m below the water line and caused wake currents and low velocities at
the upper part of the trash rack. Below 1.5 m depth the velocities were constant and the frazil ice particles could be transported directly towards the trash rack, to form the first ice
growth.
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Several reasons may account for the origin of ice accumulation in upper region of the
trash racks. Frazil ice is more concentrated close to the water surface than at depth. When
the upper section of the trash rack becomes blocked water, carrying the frazil ice particles,
is then forced downwards. Alternatively the effect on pressure of the freezing water may
cause the phenomena. A change in pressure equivalent to a 10 m increase in water depth
causes a change of -0.0074 °C (Hobbs, 1974) in the freezing point. Depths of this magnitude are common in front of an intake and the supercooling is not more than a few hundredths of a degree.
Ice on the trash racks is mainly composed of frazil ice particles, carried by the water
and deposited on the bars. The trash rack is located indoors where the temperature is well
above freezing point (around 10 °C), therefore ice resulting from the transfer of latent heat
from the rack to the air, will not take place. Calculations of the magnitude of this form of
ice growth has shown that even though the air temperature is below freezing point the mass
growth rate is negligible compared with the mass rate of deposition of the frazil ice suspended in the flow (Daly, 1987a). Growth resulting from the transfer of the latent heat to
the supercooled water is 100 times larger than growth due to latent heat transferred from
the rack to the air. This is still negligible compared with deposited frazil ice.
Video recordings showed that the accumulated ice was highly porous. A high water
content caused transparency. Adhesive strength between the ice and the steel bar was however great. This was corroborated by the inability of the trash rack cleaner to remove the
ice.
Frazil ice may not be the only ice problem in a hydro power plant such as Olidan. Navigation on the river produced a large amount of block ice that originated from broken ice
cover. Ice blocks together with frazil ice caused blockages of the entire intake. Heating of
the trash rack bars did not solve this problem, but could be useful if only frazil ice occurred.
However the use of heating decreases the power production from the plant.
The video recordings showed frazil ice particles very clearly. The discoid particles
which moved irregularly due to turbulence, could also be seen when they reflected light.
Particle sizes up to 8 mm indicated that they have either been transported a long way in
supercooled water, or that the rate of supercooling was high.
In 1990, severe frazil ice problems occurred at Finnfors, in the early morning of
November 14th coincident with supercooling down to -0.05 °C, recorded with the acquisition system. A high level of supercooling may favour adhesion, since, the bars will cool to a
lower temperature relative to the freezing point (Daly, 1987a).
A significant difference in ice adhesion between rubber coated trash racks and noncoated trash racks was expected. The choice of rubber material in the field test, designated
P1-13534, was based on materials tested in the laboratory which had earlier showed low ice
adhesion properties (Andersson, 1989). They were however modified to comply with the
requirements of tear strength, wear resistance, good adhesion to metals etc. Thermal conductivity values (X-values) are much lower in polymers than metals (Andersson et al.,
1992). The thermal conductivity should be important since a criterion for ice built up is that
the latent heat can be transported away from the surface to which the ice attaches. Hence, a
large part of the latent heat produced would be transported away through the bar material if
a large part is exposed to low ambient temperatures. A difference in performance between
materials with different thermal conductivity has been observed at Olidan. A submerged
copper and a steel plate are used as frazil ice indicators.
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In Olidan no frazil ice accumulated on the rubber coated specimen. This was not
expected since no difference in ice accretion has been observed in laboratory experiments
(Jensen et al., 1989). At Finnfors no difference in accumulated ice thickness was observed
after the icing had taken place. The probable reason for this discrepancy may be a combination of two factors. First, the supercooling at Finnfors was approximately -0.05 °C. The
channel has a large width to depth ratio which results in a large cooling rate. It is regarded
as one of the coldest reaches in Sweden. In Olidan, frazil ice problems occurred at only one
intake.These were not severe, resulting in a maximum head loss of about 2 m. Secondly the
depth (in the flow direction) of the bars was larger at Finnfors (120 mm compared to 50
mm in Olidan) hence, the probability that particles will hit the bars is larger at Finnfors.
A possible explanation for the time lag in Figure 3 could be that the rubber coated part
resisted ice accumulation for a longer time than the uncoated part. An increased water
velocity, due to a decreased open area during the ice accumulation, would then further prevent the ice particles from adhering to the coated bars. Unfortunately, the icing process
could not be accurately documented under the water surface.
It should also be emphasised that materials that show low ice adhesion values do not
automatically show a resistance to ice accretion. Ice attached to the rubber coated trash rack
was however removed much easier than ice from the non-coated trash racks, despite the
fact that the test section measured only 1/3 of the width of the mechanical rake device. If
the test section had been de-iced separately the difference may have been even more pronounced.
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